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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was 
hydrogeochemistry of the Sundre Aquifer, 
to examine the 
and to relate the 
water quality to possible rock-water interactions. 
Location 
The study area is located in north-central North 
Dakota, six miles southeast of the city of Minot. The 
aquifer follows the trend of an ancient buried river 
channel (Figure 1) . The water-quality data used in this 
study, representing the well field shown in Figure 1, were 
supplied by the North Dakota State Water Commission. 
Figure 2 shows the well-numbering system used. 
Numbers denoting the township and range are listed first, 
followed by the section number. The lower case letters 
that follow indicate the position of the well within the 
section. The letter E refers to the northeast quarter, Q 
the northwest quarter, £ the southwest quarter, and g the 
southeast quarter. The quarter-quarter section and the 
quarter-quarter-quarter are then referred to with the 
correct lower case letter. If a quarter-quarter-quarter 
1 
1 
N 
t 
MINOT AQUIFER 
LOWER SOURIS AQUIFER 
SUNDRE AQUIFER 
North Dakota 
N 
Figure 1. Location of study area with respect to local aquifers. 
3 
Figure 2. System of numbering wells and test holes. 
4 
section (a ten acre area) has more than one well on it, 
consecutive numbers begining with two, are added to the 
letters. This system is based on the public land 
classification of the United States Bureau of Land 
Management. 
Scope 
Background information on the geology and hydrogeology 
of the area was obtained from the literature, and water 
the 
of 
North 
Minot. 
Dakota State Water 
The latter included 
data was acquired from 
Commission and the city 
water-quality analyses, water production data, water-level 
measurments, well inventories, and records of logs of test 
holes and wells. The chemical equilibria of the system was 
examined by utilization of WATEQF, a hydrogeochemical 
modelling program developed by the United States Geological 
Survey. Correlation, factor analysis and simple statistics 
were produced using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) . 
BALANCE, a FORTRAN computer program that describes and 
quantifies ground water and mineral interactions (a mass 
balance approach), also developed by the USGS (Parkhurst et 
al, 1982) was used. 
was utilized to 
Random Walk, a solute transport model, 
enable determinations of ground-water 
movement rates and directions. 
One of 
hydrogeology 
(1929). His 
analyses from 
United States 
CHAPTER II 
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
the first studies of the geology and 
of North Dakota was undertaken by Simpson 
work included geologic logs and chemical 
wells in glacial and bedrock formations. A 
Geological Survey paper by Lemke (1960) 
describes the geology of the Souris River area, including 
the portion of Ward County which comprises this study. Akin 
(1947) wrote on the geology and ground-water conditions of 
the Minot area, and Pettyjohn (1967) expanded on his work. 
Numerous other North Dakota State Water Commission reports 
have been completed for the adjacent counties describing 
both the geology and the occurrence and nature of the 
groundwater. 
The most up-to-date and thorough study on the geology 
and geotechnical conditions of the Minot area was completed 
by Kehew (1983). Kehew's report covers the geology and 
ground-water resources in detail, and contains numerous 
references to all pertinent works preceeding it. 
one of the geochemical reactions determined to be 
occurring in the Sundre aquifer is the dissolution of 
dolomite. The dedolomitization processes, and the 
5 
6 
the time, both of which are in Russian. Experimental 
parameters for dedolomitization were defined by deGroot in a 
1967 publication. A Folk and Land (1975) work on the role 
the magnesium to calcium ratio and solution salinity play in 
dedolomitization is a good synopsis of the literature on 
dolomite and was useful in defining the conditions of 
dedolomitization. The most recent and in-depth work on 
dedolomitization was done by Back et al (1983). They 
studied the process and rate of dedolomitization in a 
regional carbonate aquifer using mass transfer and Carbon 14 
dating processes. 
CHAPTER III 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
Description 
Minot, North Dakota is located in the north-central 
portion of the state, in the physiographic province known as 
the Central Lowlands (Figure 3). Pettyjohn and Hutchison 
(1971) divided Ward County into three physiographic regions: 
the ground moraine plain, the valleys of the Souris and the 
Des Lacs Rivers, and the Coteau du Missouri. The 
physiography of the northeast-sloping ground morain plain is 
one of gently rolling hills and overall low relief. Pot 
holes, and streams, both of an intermittent nature, are 
present. 
The valleys of the Souris and the Des Lacs are 
characterized by wide, flat flood plains. Dams and 
reservoirs have been built on both rivers. Except in 
periods of extreme drought, these rivers are flowing. 
The southern and western portion of Ward County is 
characterized by three moraine types: stagnation moraine, 
ground moraine and end moraine. Thes~ moraine types are 
expressed as hummocky, corrugated landscapes that are also 
commonly pitted. 
7 
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Figure 3. Physlographlc regions of North Dakota (after Jakob, 
197 4). 
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Except for the river valleys, the area is poorly 
drained, with lake chains that represent partially buried 
valleys. outwash sand and gravel deposits are also present. 
The northeastern margin of the Coteau du Missouri is made up 
of the Missouri Escarpment, · a gentle slope from the higher 
Coteau du Missouri to the lower Drift Prairie. This 
Escarpment forms a band several miles wide that is dissected 
several feet by the Souris and Des Lacs Rivers and their 
tributaries. The location of the well field within the 
Souris River valley is shown in Figure 4. 
8 
0 
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Figure 4. Location of city wells(A-E) and test holes 
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CHAPTER IV 
LITHOLOGY 
Bedrock Geology 
The early Tertiary Fort Union Group consists of four 
formations, in ascending order, the Ludlow, the Cannonball, 
the Tongue River, and the Sentinel Butte (Figure 5). This 
group, considered the bedrock for the purposes of this 
study, subcrops beneath the glacial drift in the central 
part of the state. Locally, the continental Ludlow and the 
marine Cannonball are 
makes it 
contemporaneous deposits whose 
hard to differentiate the two in interf ingering 
the subsurface. The Ludlow Formation consists of a series 
of interbedded sandstone, siltstone, shale, bentonitic 
claystone and lesser amounts of lignite. The Cannonball is 
a deposit of dark gray sand, clay and a few strata of thin, 
nodular, fossiliferous limestone beds. The Cannonball 
Formation commonly contains brackish to saline water. The 
continental Tongue River Formation is made up of clay, silt 
and sandstone, with numerous lignite beds. The Sentinel 
Butte is the youngest formation in the Fort U'nion Group, 
and is lithologically similar to the Tongue River to such 
an extent that the two are undifferentiated. Lemke (1960) 
reported a 615 foot thickness for the Fort Union, locally. 
1 1 
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Quaternary Period 
Pleistocene Epoch 
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Cannonball Formation 
Ludlow Formation 
Figure 5. Stratigraphic sequence 
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In the logged well, the Tongue River was penetrated at 95 
feet, indicating a thickness of 255 feet. The total 
thickness of the Ludlow and Cannonball was reported as 360 
feet. The Ludlow strata are underlain by about 200 feet of 
Hell Creek Cretaceous strata. 
In practice it is nearly impossible to distinguish the 
formations of the Fort Union as they appear locally, 
therefore, all rocks from the base of the glacial drift to 
the top of the Pierre Formation are grouped together 
{Pettyjohn and Hutchinson, 1971). Generally, the eroded 
surface of the Fort Union slopes more steeply to the 
northeast than the present land surface. From the study 
area westward, the strata thicken to several hundred feet. 
Locally the Ludlow is not exposed. The Cannonball 
Formation crops out along the walls of the Souris River 
valley, where it consists of sandy shale. It is likely 
that it interfingers with both the Ludlow and the overlying 
Tongue River. Along the bank of the Souris River a maximum 
thickness for the cannonball was recorded as 40 feet, most 
likely representing the total thickness for the area. The 
Tongue River commonly crops out in river and stream 
valleys. It underlies most of the Souris River area. It 
is near the base of the Tongue River that is found the only 
consolidated sandstone, a bed cemented with calcite. 
Glacial Geology 
Two or more glacial stages are evident in the glacial 
deposits of North Dakota. There are indications of a pre-
14 
Wisconsin glaciation incident which covered all of the 
state except the southwest tip. Glacial landforms indicate 
the direction of glacial advance to be from the northwest 
toward the southeast (Jakob, 1973). 
A criteria has been established for the local 
correlation of glacial sediment grain size and type, to 
origin. It has been determined that the very coarse sand 
is from both local and distant sources. Igneous and 
metamorphic grains arrived from the Canadian Shield 
Precambrian sources, and the Fort Union Bedrock. Distant 
Paleozoic limestones and dolomites supplied the carbonate 
grains. The shale, most likely, is from Cretaceous marine 
shales east and north of central North Dakota, and may also 
include some Fort Union Bedrock. The lignite also likely 
comes from the Fort Union. 
Kehew (1983) attempts to differentiate till units by 
lithology, and relate them to specific ice marginal 
positions and thus specific glacial advances. Clayton et 
al (1980) compiled a correlation of 13 ice marginal 
positions, most of which represent advances and retreats of 
the Late Wisconsinan Laurentide ice sheet. 
During the Pleistocene, 
retreated across North Dakota, 
glaciers advanced and 
leaving up to 600 feet of 
deposits; ground moraine, dead-ice moraine, end moraine, 
outwash, ice contact deposits, and glacial lake deposits 
(Pettyjohn and Hutchinson, 1971). Glacial deposits are 
usually composed of till a heterogeneous mixture of 
mostly clay and silt, with some sand, gravel and boulders. 
Throughout 
strata of 
15 
the till are scattered thin, discontinuous 
sand and gravel. One-hundred feet is the local 
average thickness of the till, but it can vary from absent 
to 600 feet. 
End or lateral moraines occur as 15 to 50 foot hills, 
aligned in linear ridges that typically parallel the 
Missouri Plateau Escarpment. The till plain topography, 
between moraines, is a gently rolling surface, with 
irregular, small winding streams. The moraines are 
commonly more porous that the materials of the till plain, 
due to the presence of sand and gravel lenses. Dead-ice 
moraine is expressed as hummocky spots on the Missouri 
Coteau. It is composed of till and small deposits of sand 
and gravel. 
Stagnation moraine deposits cap the Missouri Coteau, a 
bedrock high. The topography seen here is an expression of 
the extensive stagnation that occurred. Hummocky moraine, 
perched lake plains, eskers, kames, kettles and outwash 
forms are seen, as well as large clusters of lakes that are 
characteristic of the non-integrated drainage patterns of 
the area. 
Buried Valley Deposits 
Proir to glaciation, rivers in North Dakota flowed 
toward Hudson Bay. The slope of the land surface was to 
the northeast. Many river valleys cut into the bedrock run 
in a southeastward direction, and are narrow with steep 
sides. Bluemle (1972) describes these as glacial diversion 
16 
trenches, once located at the edge of glaciers and cut 
rapidly by great amounts of swiftly flowing water. 
outwash streams from glacial episodes carved valleys 
into the Fort Union bedrock, and were subsequently buried 
by glacial drift from later advances. Interbedded layers 
of sand, gravel, and clay commonly fill these valleys. The 
Sundre channel deposits freach thicknesses of up to 300 
feet, 
north 
and have been traced over a hundred miles acress 
central North Dakota (North Dakota State Water 
Commission, 1982). 
Lacustrine Deposits 
As debris-containing meltwater flowed from the ice 
fronts it deposited thick accumulations of fine sand and 
silt. These enclosed basins filled with as much as 100 
feet of silt, until the glaciers retreated enough to allow 
for the return of the northward flowing drainage. These 
deposits are thickest at their center, and thin outward to 
feather thin strata at their edges. The Agassiz Lake Plain 
contains the thickest deposits, and is the most extensive 
in size. The Souris and Devil's Lake Plains are similar 
structures but not as thick. 
outwash Deposits 
Outwash consists of gravel, sand, silt and clay that 
was deposited by the meltwater flowing away from the 
glacier. It occurs along the south and west side of 
morainal belts, and is expressed topographically by a 
17 
smooth surface. It is common for these deposits to form 
terraces in modern stream valleys. In the Souris River 
valley, outwash deposits reach thicknesses of up to 150 
feet (Pettyjohn and Hutchison, 1971) . Within the valley 
they are overlain by alluvial material. It is from such a 
deposit that the Minot well field derives its' water. 
CHAPTER V 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
Introduction 
The Tertiary Formations in the Minot area are treated 
as a single, bedrock aquifer for the purposes of this 
study, whereas the hydrogeology of the glacial deposits is 
considered in detail. 
Bedrock Aquifer System 
The Fort Union Group, Hell Creek and Fox Hills 
Formations are treated as a single aquifer system, with 
some variations within it. In the Fort Union the fine 
sandstone and lignite strata are a source of water. Often 
the lignite is underlain by clay, restricting the downward 
movement of water but allowing for its lateral movement to 
a point of discharge. This accounts for the formation of 
many springs in the Souris River Valley. Also, due to the 
presence of methane in the lignite seams, many water wells 
that tap the Fort Union flow. 
In wells that tap tr.e Tertiary strata the water level 
may be more than 100 feet below the surface, but locally 
there is enough artesian or gas pressure to cause the wells 
to flow. Most of these flowing wells are located south and 
18 
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east of Burlington, which is six miles northwest of Minot. 
Recharge to the Fort Union occurs in three ways; 
infiltration through the overlying glacial deposits, 
infiltration of precipitation where the formation crops 
out, and underflow from the southwest. Discharge occurs 
where the units crop out, by evapotranspiration where the 
overlying strata is thin or absent, by leakage to adjacent 
strata, or by pumping wells. 
Generally, the water from the Fort Union is high in 
dissolved solids and very soft (Kehew, 1983). There are 
two strata within the Fort Union that control the water 
chemistry, the Cannonball and the Tongue River. Water from 
the Cannonball Formation is typically high in sodium 
chloride, often containing several hundred parts per 
million (Pettyjohn, 1970). The older Tongue River and 
Sentinel Butte Formations produce water that is usually 
high in sodium and bicarbonate. 
Glacial Aquifer System 
The Souris River enters the United States from the 
north, near the northwest corner of Renville County, and 
flows southeasterly across that county and Ward County. 
The large flat-floored river valley is 150 ft. below the 
regional land surface in some places. Through the Minot 
area the width of the valley is 3/4 of a mile. North of 
Burlington the river valley is characterized by a number of 
oxbow lakes. 
Burlington 
Below the confluence of the Des Lacs River at 
there are few lakes. Upstream from Burlington 
20 
the streams into the Souris are short and few. The average 
gradient of the valley is one foot/mile. Downstream from 
Burlington the river valley is cut into the bedrock, and is 
deepest near Minot, where there is as much as 200 feet. of 
relief. Generally, due to the northeast slope of the 
upland, the north valley wall is lower than the south wall. 
To the south the tributaries are deep and long; whereas the 
ones to the north are few and short due to the upland slope 
away from the valley. 
Following the last glaciation (Pleistocene), sands and 
gravels of the Oahe Formation were deposited in the Souris 
and Des Lacs Valleys. Fine-grained sediments were 
deposited in glacial lake Souris (Kehew, 1983). Previous 
reports subdivided this aquifer into local aquifers, named 
after the area which they served. The Souris Valley 
Aquifer consists of the Burlington, Minot and Lower Souris 
Aquifers, these being the most important local sources of 
ground water. The till itself yields little or no water 
as it is mostly clay and silt, but rather it is the 
stratified sand and gravel that contains appreciable 
amounts of water. Most aquifers are either valley fill or 
outwash deposits. 
The Minot aquifer has been a source of water for the 
city since 1916. Presently, 70 percent of Minot's water 
supply is from ground-water sources, half ot which is 
pumped from the Minot aquifer, the other half is obtained 
from the Sundre aquifer. 
The Lower Souris aquifer extends downstream from 
21 
Minot. The aquifer deposits are generally confined to the 
Souris fiver floodplain and the presence of clay-rich 
sediments causes them to be locally discontinuous. This 
aquifer eupplies the baseflow to the Souris River. 
The Oahe Formation is complex in this region. It is 
made up of sediments from the Souris and Des Lacs Rivers 
which flowed during several episodes of discharge from 
Glacial Lake Regina. During this erosion, patches of the 
reworked Coleharbor Group gravels were deposited as point 
bars along the sides of the valleys. In the valleys the 
aquifer consists of fluvial channel sediments, and finer 
lacustrine sediments. In many places it is possible that 
the Coleharbor Group sediments are in hydraulic connection 
with the shallow, unconfined Souris Valley Aquifer. 
The Burlington portion of the Souris Valley Aquifer 
averages 10 feet deep, 88 feet thick and .75 miles wide. 
The Lower Souris portion is 12 to 87 feet deep and 10 to 58 
feet thick. The Minot portion is 80 feet deep and 30 to 50 
feet thick. 
Glacial river valley deposits, eroded into the Fort 
Union bedrock and buried by glacial sediments, make up the 
Sundre Aquifer. The high-yielding aquifer consists of fine 
to coarse sand, fine to medium gravel, and interbeds of 
clay. It is similar in size to the Souris Valley. The 
buried valley represents drainage during an interglacial 
episode long enough to allow complete filling of the valley 
with fluvial sediments (Kehew, 1983). Within the Minot 
area the aquifer passes under the Souris Valley Aquifer and 
22 
receives recharge from it at those points. 
The sand and gravel, ranging from 9 to 275 ft. thick, 
is interbedded with silt and clay (Pettyjohn, 1970) . 
Figure 6 consists of a fence diagram drawn from the well 
logs of city wells A E (Appendix A). 
Natural recharge to the Sundre Aquifer probably occurs 
from direct infiltration of precipitation, the Souris 
River, the glacial drift, and the underlying Fort Union 
Group. The aquifer stores approximately 3000 acre feet of 
ground-water per linear mile. 
After a comprehensive aquifer test in 1969, five high-
volume municipal wells were completed in the Sundre aquifer 
in 1975. The wells are located in the Souris River 
floodplain, southeast of Minot. The 
rate of the five wells combined is 
million gallons a day. 
average withdrawal 
approximately 3.4 
Pumping at Minot and the Sundre Aquifer Well Field has 
caused flow reversals and created ground-water divides. 
Appendix B contains a predevelopment potentiometric map for 
the Sundre Aquifer, and a potentiometric map drawn from the 
1985 water level data. The ground-water gradient northwest 
of the divide is in the northwest direction, at 7 ft. per 
mile, and to the southeast the gradient is 1 ft per mile. 
Pumping also causes water-level fluctuations in the 
aquifer. The ground water occurs under both water table 
and artesian conditions, depending on the type and presence 
of overlying beds. 
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CHAPTER VI 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Data Sources 
Data on the water quality of the Sundre aquifer 
were obtained from the city of Minot and the North Dakota 
State Water Commission. Chemical analyses of water from 
seven wells were utilized and a total of 177 analyses were 
available for interpretation. Two of the seven wells {CDCl 
and CDC3) are on Northern States Power Company property 
near the Bison Plant, the other five {A, B, c, D, and E) 
make up the city well field {Figure 4). The two Bison 
Plant wells were drilled for the purpose of aquifer 
testing, in 1968. The other five water supply wells were 
drilled in 1974. Appendix C is a listing of the water 
quality data. The parameters analyzed for were: dissolved 
oxygen, alkalinity, pH, conductivity, calcium, potassium, 
magnesium, sodium, silica, sulfate, iron, chloride, 
bicarbonate, carbonate, fluoride, nitrate, boron, dissolved 
solids, conductance, and temperature. 
Methods of Data Evaluation 
Primary components of the water sampled were analyzed 
graphically by means of a Piper Diagram (Piper, 1944). The 
24 
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FORTRAN IV version of WATEQ (Truesdell and Jones, 1974), 
WATEQF (Plummer et al., 1976), was used to calculate the 
equilibrium distribution of inorganic aqueous species of 
the major elements. The data were also statistically 
analyzed using the Statistical Analysis Systems Institute 
(SAS) program available on the Oklahoma State University 
VAX 11-780 computer system. Statistical methods utilized 
were of two types - a basic statistics procedure, producing 
a mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximun, sum, and 
other simple statistics, and the factor analysis capability 
of SAS. BALANCE (Parkhurst, Plummer and Thorstenson, 
1982), a Fortran computer program designed to define and 
quantify chemical reactions between ground water and 
minerals, was also used, as well as the solute transport 
model Random Walk. 
Graphical Expression of Analyses 
A Piper plot of complete analyses of water from the 
Sundre aquifer is presented in Figure 7. The two lower 
triangles represent relative percentages of cations and 
anions (meq/L), respectively. Points plotted in the 
central diamond represent the total water analysis, and are 
a result of the intersection of lines drawn from the 
corresponding cation and anion point. 
In the central diamond the data point cluster is 
indicative of water dominated slightly by bicarbonate + 
carbonate and sodium + potassium. The presence of the 
bicarbonate ions is indicative of the dissolution of a 
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carbonate solid phase, while the excess of sodium over 
chloride in the water tends to show that the calcium in 
solution is exchanging for the sodium in a solid mineral 
phase such as a sodic-rich clay. The samples high in 
sulfate and calcium indicate that major amounts of gypsum 
have been dissolved. 
The statistical compilation produced by SAS provides 
an average of all the water samples analyzed from the 
Sundre Aquifer. If these averages are plotted on a Piper 
Diagram the nature of the water is seen to be that of a 
sodium bicarbonate water with a signifigant percentage of 
calcium and sulfate present. Figure 7 depicts just such a 
plot. 
Statistical Summary 
To summarize the data the SAS statement PROC MEANS 
was used to compile basic statistics for the water 
analyses, including; mean value, standard deviation, 
minimum value, maximum value, standard error of mean, sum, 
variance and coefficient of variation for the variables 
calcium, magnesium, sodium, chloride, sulfate, bicarbonate, 
ionic strength, and total dissolved solids. Appendix D 
contains this statistical data, as well as the SAS program 
used to compile it. 
Multivariate Analyses 
The factor analysis capabilities of SAS were utilized 
to facilitate the simultaneous consideration of large 
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numbers of variables in attempting to explain patterns of 
data correlation. The factor analysis output depicts how 
much each variable contributed to the whole data set. "A 
common factor is an unobservable, hypothetical variable 
that contributes to the variance of at least two of the 
observed variables" (Rummel, 1967). Once factor analysis 
shows which variables are acting together to form a common 
factor it is up to the interpretor to determine why. 
The basic theory and terminology of factor analysis is 
that of matrix algebra. In any set of observations, the 
patterns seen can be attributed to one or more factors. 
Factor analysis enables the user to separately identify 
these factors. The interpretation of the meaning of the 
factors must be based on knowledge of the nature of the 
data set. Algebraically, the theory can be stated: = 
f(g) + f(u1 ), where x1 is a variable which is a function of 
one common factor g, and a second factor that is specific 
to x 1 , known as u 1 . Simply put, the value of any variable 
is dependent on two influences, one that acts on every 
variable in the data set and one that acts on that variable 
alone. 
The factor analysis procedure is best thought of as a 
series of five matrices. The initial matrix of k cases and 
n variables (k > n) is the required input data for the SAS 
program. In this case is consisted of each sampling 
episode represented as a case and the primary ions (Ca, Mg, 
Na, Cl, S04, and HC03) the variables. The factoring was 
done for all wells with no differentiation as to the source 
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of the samples. 
The SAS procedure PROC CORR is then enacted to convert 
the k * n matrix into a n * n correlation matrix between 
variables (Pearson correlation coefficients). To perform 
principal component analysis of these correlations the SAS 
procedure PROC FACTOR was used. 
The factoring procedure produces an n * n original 
factor matrix of loadings (degree of closeness of the 
relationship between two variables or a variable and a 
factor). Then an n * m rotated factor matrix with new 
loadings for variables on m rotated factors. Since m is 
typically much smaller than n rotating acts to de-emphasize 
loadings that are less important, thus the factor is more 
clearly defined and more easily interpreted. The type of 
rotation depends on the feature or features of the data set 
being sought. 
Finally, FACTOR SCORE is utilized, a SAS procedure 
which computes a k * m matrix that gives the values for the 
factor (m) on the original observations, the cases (k). 
These score vaules are a· product of the formula that 
defines factors as a function of the original variables, 
weighted by their respective loadings from the preceeding 
matrix. If a factor has high loadings with a variable, 
that variable should be instrumental in the interpretation 
of the meaning of the factor. Loadings near zero represent 
variables the factor does not represent, also important 
information. Negative loadings indicate a potential 
bipolar factor, a factor which loads high positively on one 
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type of variable and high negatively on other variables. 
In this study, factor analysis was used to help in the 
understanding of the interrelationships between chemical 
consitiuents and properties of the ground water and was an 
important aid in the interpretation and identification of 
geochemical processes occurring in this system. 
Appendix E contains a listing of the SAS factor 
analysis statements. 
Equilibrium Considerations 
The computer program, WATEQ (Truesdell and Jones, 
1974), and WATEQF (Plummer et al, 1976), the Fortran 
Version, require the chemical analysis and in situ 
measurments of temperature, pH, and redox potential, in 
order to model the states of reaction of the water with 
solid and gaseous phases. In order to determine the 
mineral phases with which the water is saturated, 
calculated activities of the dissolved ions are combined to 
produce an ion activity product (IAP) which is compared to 
the solubility equilibrium constant (K) . If the activity 
product is greater than the equilibrium solubility product 
precipitation of the oversaturated minerals is 
thermodynamically predicted to occur. 
The WATEQF printout includes the total concentration 
of input species, the distribution of species (including 
the activity and activity coefficients and the logarithms), 
the ion activity products and the solubility product 
constants of all solid phases, and the ratio of IAP to Ksp 
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(or saturation index). 
All available water quality data was initially run on 
WATEQF to provide a comprehensive data base that contained 
both the primary information on the water chemistry as well 
as some interpretations of this information. WATEQF was 
instrumental in providing a general descriptive picture of 
the chemistry of the Sundre aquifer. Appendix F contains a 
sample WATEQF printout. 
Mass Balance Approach 
The final method of data analysis employed was a 
Fortran computer program, BALANCE, designed to define and 
quantify chemical reactions between water and minerals 
(Parkhurst, Plummer and Thorstenson, 1982). Input required 
of this program consists of the chemical composition of one 
or two water samples. BALANCE, using a set of common 
phases (minerals, organic substances and/or gases), 
calculates the mass transfer (amounts of phases entering or 
leaving the aqueous phases) necessary to account for an 
observed change, or simplistically describe the isotopic 
composition of the sample. In utilizing BALANCE it must be 
understood that it is assumed that only the phases selected 
participate in the chemical reactions that determine the 
composition of the water. 
BALANCE can be run for one of three output options. 
The simplest option calculates the ionic composition of a 
ground water sample. This option was utilized for three 
samples from each of the seven wells. Another component of 
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the BALANCE program requires the chemical compositions of 
water samples from two points along a flow path, and 
calculates the difference in the ionic composition of the 
two samples. The output can be interpreted as what changes 
occured to input sample one to result in input sample two. 
In utilizing this option, two samples from each of the 
seven wells were entered; sample one, an early analysis and 
sample two, a recent analysis. The third program option 
with BALANCE requires a "final" water composition and two 
"end member" waters. It then calculates the relative 
percentage of each "end member" that comprises the "final" 
water. This option was utilized for each well in an efford 
to determine temporal changes in the water chemistry. 
Appendix F contains an example of the printout from a run 
requiring two end members and a final mixing product in 
order to calculate the mixing that occurred. Also in 
Appendix G is a run from each of the seven wells in which 
an early and a recent analysis was entered and the 
difference between the two calculated. 
CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
The methods outlined in the preceeding chapter were 
utilized for the purpose of describing the water chemistry 
of the Sundre aquifer to provide for the subsequent 
analytical determination of the geochemical processes 
occurring. 
As Plummer and Back (1980) observed, there are two 
principle types of predictive models for determining the 
chemistry of water in hydrologic systems: (1) the 
theoretical and experimental study of the kinetics of ali 
possible reactions for the system, and (2) application of 
mass balance calculations to observed chemical and ionic 
data from natural water systems. The first approach is 
fundamental, and theoretically will yield the most correct 
results, but is years from being directly applicable to 
field situations. For the purpose of modeling chemical 
reactions in aquifers, the mass balance application is the 
most practical method to choc. ·;e. 
The USGS computer program BALANCE, uses mass balance 
calculations on a specific data set to balance equations of 
reactions that may occur in the system. The validity of 
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some of the reactions may be checked by a program based on 
thermodynamicss, such as WATEQF, which is used to determine 
which reactions could occur in a given type of system. For 
example if BALANCE suggests that a certain phase was 
precipitated then WATEQF could be used to determine the 
IAP/solubility product to determine if such a reaction is 
likely. 
In the case of the Sundre aquifer, 
two approaches both point to two reaction 
it seems that the 
types that are 
occurring. First, cation exchange is taking place in these 
waters, and secondly, dedolomitization is the principle 
rock-water interaction controlling the chemistry of this 
ground water system. Not all samples, in all instances of 
evaluation, point to these conclusions, but support for 
both the cation exchange and the dedolomitization arguments 
can be shown by most of the WATEQF data as well as that of 
BALANCE. 
Water Description 
BALANCE, a mass transfer calculation program, 
calculates the amounts of given phases, entering or leaving 
the aqueous phase, necessary to account for the observed 
changes. This program was utilized to produce several sets 
of results. 
One feature of BALANCE is its descriptive ability. A 
single water analysis is entered and BALANCE calculates, in 
millimoles per liter (mmol/L), the amount of calcite, 
dolomite, gypsum, halite, carbon dioxide gas, ion exchange, 
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and potash feldspar that is either precipitated (-), or 
dissolved (+). This program option was used for 3 samples 
from each of the seven Sundre wells. Twenty-one total 
samples were averaged and it was seen that the following 
amounts of materials are dissolving into the Sundre 
aquifer: 2.6 mmol/L of calcite, 1.3 mmol/L of dolomite, 3.1 
mmol/L of gypsum, 1.3 mmol/L of halite, 4.1 mmol/L of 
carbon dioxide gas, .2 mmol/L of k-spar, and 4.2 mmol/L of 
ion exchange is occurring. 
Another BALANCE feature utilized was the calculation 
of the difference between two analyses. In this instance 
an early and a recent sample were used so that the changes 
occurring represent aquifer changes with respect to time. 
Again, the results were for the following species; calcite, 
dolomite, gypsum, halite, C02 gas, k-spar, and ion 
exchange. If the results from all seven wells are averaged 
the following values are calculated; .15mmol/L calcite 
precipitated, .63mmol/L dolomite dissolved, 2.26mmol/L 
gypsum dissolved, .32mmol/L halite precipitated, .36mmol/L 
C02 gas leaves the solution, .06mmol/L k-spar dissolved and 
1.44 mmol/L calcium in solution was exchanged for sodium. 
Cation Exchange 
In cation exchange reactions, the concentrations of 
adsorbable solutes will approximately obey the law of mass 
action, when the solution is in contact with the exchange 
medium. Ions can be adsorbed onto colloidal particles, 
into crystals, or in particles of any dimension (Krauskopt, 
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1979). Some assumptions can be made regarding ion 
exchange, but the exceptions to these generalities are 
numerous. Usually it can be assumed that the smaller of 
the two ions will be held tighter, that a multivalent ion 
will be held more tightly than a univalent one and ions 
forming covalent bonds are more readily adsorbed than ones 
forming ionic bonds. It has been experimentally shown that 
the partition coefficient (the ratio of free to adsorbed 
ions) is a straight line function of the log of the 
concentration of a competing ion where the latter was in 
excess (Krauskopt, 1979). 
The evidence for cation exchange in the Sundre is in 
the relationships between the calcium, sodium and chloride. 
In the Piper Diagram the calcium values in the water seem 
to be decreasing as the sodium increases, indicating that 
there is an exchange reaction occurring. Since calcium 
ions are removed from solution much easier than sodium 
ions, equilibrium is established when the ratio of sodium 
to calcium ions is much greater than one. In systems where 
cation exchange is not occurring the chloride ion acts as 
an indicator of the amount of sodium to be expected in 
solution. The low chloride values suggest that the sodium 
values should also be in that range, but instead they are 
larger, due to cation exchange. 
Cations plot in one distinct cluster on the Piper 
Diagram, characterized by a dominance of sodium + 
potassium. A linear trend appears to exist between calcium 
+ magnesuim and sodium + potassium; as the calcium + 
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magnesium value decreases the sodium + potassium value 
increases. This trend indicates possible cation exchange 
occurring; the replacement of adsorbed sodium ions by 
calcium ions in solution. 
The SAS factor correlation data, in calculating 
relationships between ions, showed a positive correlation 
between sodium and calcium and no correlation between 
sodium and chloride. In most aquifer systems the majority 
of the sodium and chloride in solution is from halite, so 
some relationship should exist unless sodium has a separate 
source such as from cation exchange. 
The BALANCE ·calculations also support the cation 
exchange hypothesis. The ion exchange reaction used by 
BALANCE, is: Na2X + ca++ 
+ 
= 2Na + cax. Thus, a positive 
value indicates the reaction is going to the right, 
therefore the calcium ions in solution are being taken up 
and sodium ions are freed into solution. 
Factor analysis was another SAS procedure used. The 
factor analysis program isolates variables that show 
similarity in actions and groups them into factors. It 
also determines the influence each variable has on the 
formation of a particular factor. The usefulness of factor 
analysis comes in the interpretors ability to explain why 
variables group the way they do. 
When factor analysis was employed on all the wells, 
for the variables Ca, Mg, Na, Cl, S04, and HC03, two 
factors were present. Figure 8 is the rotated factor 
pattern with the loading for each variable. For the first 
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FACTOR ONE FACTOR TWO 
CA 0.96638 0.07143 
MG 0.95076 0.06964 
NA 0.89248 0.08256 
CL 0.07082 0.99745 
804 0.98132 0.04974 
HC03 0.95524 0.06260 
Figure 8. Rotated Factor Pattern 
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factor calcium, magnesium, sodium, sulfate, and bicarbonate 
loaded high, while only chloride was influencial in factor 
two. Since the amount of sodium in a system is usually 
related to chloride something must be interfering with the 
placing of sodium and chloride together in a factor. Ion 
exchange, calcium for sodium, is the most probable process 
accounting for the disassociation of sodium from chloride. 
Both Kehew (1983) and sources from the Soil 
Conservation Service (1970) confirm the presence of sodium-
rich clay sediments and soils in the Minot area. These 
montmorillonite clays are found both at the surface and in 
all glacial deposits. The river valley fill deposits 
making up the Sundre Aquifer also are known to contain 
montmorillonite clays. It is through contact with these 
clays that the ground water experiences cation exchange. 
Dedolomitization 
The literature on dedolomitization is in general 
agreement as to how this phenomena occurs. As ground water 
moves through a carbonate or carbonate rich aquifer, it 
dissolves the calcite, dolomite and gypsum present at 
varying rates. The system typically becomes saturated with 
respect to calcite first. Calcite precipitation is 
followed by dolomite saturation and precipitation. The 
dissolution of gypsum causes additional dissolution of 
dolomite. The calcium from the gypsum, and the dolomite 
and the carbonate from the dolomite combine to precipitate 
calcium carbonate. 
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The process may be viewed mechanistically as follows: 
A) dissolution of calcite 
H2o + co2s + caco3 -> 
cac+2 + 2HC03s,c-
B) dissolution of dolomite 
2H20 + 2C02s + CaMg(C03 ) 2 -> 
Ca +2 + Mg +2 + 4HCO d d 3s,d 
C) dissolution of gypsum 
Caso4 + 2H2o -> 
cag+2 + so4g-2 + 2H2o 
where c, d, and g represent ions from 
calcite, dolomite and gypsum; and s 
represents co2 from soil gas. When 
occurring simultaneously, caco3 will 
precipitate as follows: 
Ca +2 + cad+2 + ca +2 + 
c g 
6Hco3c,d,s- -> 3Ca co + c,d,g 3c,d,s 
3HC03- + 3H+ 
The results found support the conclusion that 
dedolomitization is occurring. Using the Piper Diagram as 
a simplistic model of the water, the excess carbonate and 
bicarbonate and the inverse relationship between these 
carbonates and sulfate indicates the potential for calcite 
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precipitation occurring concurrently with gypsum 
dissolution. Again, if calcite is precipitated, taking 
calcium and carbonate ions out of solution, and gypsum 
dissolution contributes calcium and sulfate ions to the 
solution, then dolomite will be dissolved, to add 
carbonates to the solution to join with the calcium ions to 
form calcite. Thus calcite precipitation and gypsum 
solution lead to dolomite dissolution. The majority of 
points in the anionic triangle of the Piper Diagram plot in 
the region where bicarbonate + carbonate comprises > 50% of 
the total. The chloride values are all at less than 20% 
and sulfate accounts for 25 - 65%, with a distinct cluster 
at 25 - 35%. 
Back et al. (1983) reported on dedolomitization, 
relating its process and rate to mass transfer. Their 
findings suggested that ground water, in the presence of 
gypsum, will be saturated or supersaturated with respect to 
calcite. This can be attributed to the common ion effect -
the dissolution of gypsum contributed calcium ions to the 
solution resulting in the precipitation of calcite. As the 
calcite continues to precipitate the pH of the solution 
drops, causing the removal of carbonate from the solution, 
and thus resulting in the dissolution of dolomite - as an 
attempt to restore carbonate to the solution. 
Dolomite is near equilibrium at 25 C in a ground water 
that is also in equilibrium with calcite and has a Mg/Ca = 
1 (Hanshaw et al, 1971). The BALANCE program calculated a 
calcite value of 2.6 mmol/L, twice that of dolomite 
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(l.3mmol/L). Since it has also been shown that the 
dissolution of gypsum is a driving force in the 
dedolomitization reaction, it is important to note that the 
amount of gypsum dissolving into solution is higher than 
that of either calcite or dolomite. Thus, the most 
important catalyst in this reaction is the gypsum, by 
providing an abundant supply of calcium in order to 
maintain a low Mg/Ca ratio. The other critical aspect in 
maintaining dolomite subsaturation (Back et al, 1983) is 
calcite precipitation. The precipitation of calcite 
removes the carbonate ion. For every mole of dolomite 
dissolved, two moles of carbonate are released into the 
water. If this carbonate was 
precipitation the water would 
not removed by calcite 
attain equilibrium with 
dolomite and the reaction would cease. 
of gypsum stops then the precipitation 
If the dissolution 
of calcite would 
cease, thus halting the dedolomitization process. 
The mineralogy of the aquifer, and the geochemistry of 
the solution waters within the aquifer contribute to the 
saturation indices, which provide the basis for 
identification of the controlling chemical reactions within 
the aquifer. Interpretation of the values of saturation 
indices for the important minerals in the system - calcite, 
aragonite, dolomite, anhydrite and gypsum - shows that the 
significant reactions can be estimated by the following 
mass balance relations: 
/_\ Ca=/_\ calcite+ /_\dolomite + / \gypsum 
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/_\ Mg = /_\dolomite+ /_\ so4 =/_\gypsum 
co2 =/_\calcite+ 2/_\dolomite + /_\co2gas 
This mass balance approach assumes that (1) the moles of 
calcium from dolomite are equal to the moles of magnesium 
from dolomite due to congruent dissolution and that (2) the 
moles of calcium from gypsum equal the moles of total 
sulfate in the system. The second assumption, common for 
carbonate systems, requires little or no reduction to 
sulfide species. 
In calculating the thermodynamic speciation of 
inorganic ions and complex species in solution for the 
given ground water analyses, WATEQF provided information as 
to the state of saturation of minerals in the Sundre 
aquifer. Figure 9 is a plot of the saturation indices for 
calcite, dolomite, gypsum, anhydrite and aragonite, plotted 
against the dissolved sulfate concentration. As the 
sulfate concentration increases the gypsum and anhydrite 
does also but remains unsaturated. Dolomite is either 
saturated of unsaturated in the solution, and does not 
appear to change with respect to sulfate. An exception to 
this is seen when sulfate values are extremely high (1000 
mg/l or above), then dolomite supersaturates the solution. 
Calcite is also at or below saturation as sulfate 
increases, but, when the sulfate concentrations are high 
(1000 or above) the calcite drops below equilibrium in the 
solution. Aragonite remains below equilibrium at all times 
plotted. 
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In a carbonate aquifer containing no gypsum or 
anhydrite, calcite would dissolve until equilibrium was 
reached, the same with dolomite, although the process would 
most likely be slower. Once dolomite saturation is 
reached, it would be expected that some of the calcite 
would precipitate. This scenario changes in the presence 
of gypsum. In looking at the indices of saturation for 
calcite, dolomite, gypsum and anhydrite it is shown that 
they are acting concurrently. The dissolution of gypsum, 
contributing calcium ions to the solution, would cause the 
ground water to remain at saturation or slightly above with 
respect to calcite. The calcite is near equilibrium but 
the gypsum remains below saturation, thus causing the 
precipitation of calcite and the dissolution of gypsum. As 
calcite continued to be added from gypsum the precipitation 
of calcite would follow, due to the common ion effect. The 
removal of calcium ions from the solution decreases the pH 
and removes carbonate from the solution, thereby causing 
further dissolution of dolomite. 
In the factor analysis of the data the ions fell into 
groups of related or similarly influenced ions. 
Consistently, the calcium, sulfate, and carbonates 
clustered together as a factor. These are the ions that 
would be moving into and out of solution in a water where 
dedolomitization was occurring. Calcium, an ion from many 
sources {Caco3 , CaMg[C03 ] 2 , CaS04 *2H20), acting within this 
system as a critical component, showed high correlations 
with magnesium, sulfate, bicarbonate, and sodium. This is 
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an important indication of the dependency of the 
dedolomitization reaction on the presence of calcium in 
solution. 
The factor analysis program output provides a matrix 
of variable correlations. Within this matrix high 
correlations were present between the following pairs of 
ions: Ca & Mg, Ca & so4 , Ca & HC03 , Mg & S04 , Mg & HC03 , 
and so4 & HC03 • Slightly lower correlations were present 
between ca & Na, Na & so4, and Na & HC03 . Correlations 
between chloride and the other ions was quite low. Here 
again it is shown that the sodium and chloride are acting 
separately in this system. Another important feature that 
is brought out in the correlation matrix is the secondary 
nature of the sodium in its reactions with the other ions. 
This is likely due to the fact that the dedolomitization 
occurring in the system is controlled by the amount of 
calcium in solution, which is in turn slightly influenced 
by the ion exchange with sodium. Otherwise sodium does not 
influence this system to any extent. 
For dedolomitization to occur there has to be a 
dolomite source to dissolve. The carbonate grains within 
the glacial sediments of the Minot area are from distant 
exposures of Paleozoic limestones and dolomites (Kehew, 
1983). Studies show the tills are comprised of 20-30% 
carbonates. The fluvial sediments of the Sundre Aquifer 
are chiefly reworked glacial material, thus there is a 
proven supply of dolomite ions to the system. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SOLUTE TRANSPORT MODELING 
Solute transport, in one dimension, can be simply 
stated as: DISPERSION - CONVECTION +/- PRODUCTION = QUALITY 
ACCUMULATION (Prickett at al, 1981). The Random Walk 
solute transport model by Prickett (1981) is a computer 
simulation of solute transport in groundwater. The model 
name is derived from the technique utilized to calculate 
dispersion. Random Walk is based on the concept that 
dispersion in porous media is a random process. A 
'particle', a mass of a specific chemical constituent 
contained in a defined volume of water, moves through an 
aquifer with two types of motion, in the direction of flow, 
as determined by the physical qualities of the aquifer, and 
in a random motion, governed by probability curves related 
to flow length and the dispersion coefficients. 
Convection, dispersion and chemical reactions can be 
accounted for with this model, which simulates one- or two-
dimensional nonsteady or steady flow in heterogeneous water 
table, artesian or leaky artesian conditions. 
The advantages of Random Walk over other numerical 
models include: i. There is no dispersion equation to 
solve. ~. Particle movement takes place in continuous 
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space. (Thus there is only one finite difference grid 
involved in solving for the influence of convection.) d• 
Concentrations are calculated only when of interest instead 
of at every time step in the simulation. ~. Computer 
processing time - both for data entry and simulation, is 
reduced. Q. Particles can be selectively introduced by 
location, number and relative time. ~. Solutions are 
additive, thus the results from a subsequent run can be 
added to an initial run. 
The disadvantages of this program include: l· 
Concentrations greater than the initial concentration may 
be generated. A• Concentration and particle print-outs may 
not be easy to read due to the spacing of the grid area. d• 
A large number of particles may be necessary to provide an 
acceptable solution, but the program limits the maximum 
number of particles to 1000. ~. Success in applying this 
code to field situations comes only with experience. 
A thorough mathematical discussion of the computer 
code can be found in Prickett et al (1981). The code 
consists of two basic parts; the flow model and the solute 
transport model. 
"The basis for the transport calculations of dissolved 
constituents in this computer code is that the distribution 
of the concentration of chemical constituents of the water 
in an aquifer can be represented by the diQtribution of a 
finite number of discrete particles." The two primary 
mechanisms for changing contaminant concentrations in 
ground water are 1. dispersion, and 2. dilution and mixing. 
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The effects of mechanical dispersion through the porous 
medium are described by dispersion and convection, while 
the effects of dilution and mixing are expressed by 
convection and production. These are related to the 
following equation: DISPERSION - CONVECTION +/- PRODUCTION 
= QUALITY ACCUMULATION. 
The program can utilize time-varying pumpage or 
injection from or into as many as 20 wells, and allows for 
specification of the water quality concentrations of any 
part of the model to a total of 1000 particles. Additional 
features include variable finite difference grid sizes, 
printouts of input data, concentration and particle maps. 
The version of Random Walk used for this study has 
been altered so that it is a menu driven program which 
utilizes user defined regional velocities instead of a flow 
model to define the gradient. 
Based on the USGS system of well numbering and 
locating, each well could be located to a precision of 330 
feet square which was therefore the cell size utilized. 
The purpose of using Random Walk in this study was to 
define the physical environment in which this 
hydrogeochemical scenario was evolving as well as to 
determine the possible extent of the area of influence of 
the pumped wells. 
Aquifer Coefficients 
The hydrogeologic parameters required by Random Walk 
are discussed below. Most of the actual values used in the 
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simulations were obtained from Pettyjohn (1971), although 
some were obtained from other sources. 
The transmissivity for a confined aquifer of thickness 
b, and hydraulic conductivity K, is defined as equal to Kb. 
The value K represents the hydraulic conductivity. 
Hydraulic conductivity is a property of the media through 
which the water is flowing. Conductivity can be defined as 
the control on ground water velocity if the gradient is 
held constant. 
Dispersivity is defined as the tendency for a solute 
to spread out from the path it would be expected to follow 
due to the linear velocity of the flow system. Solute 
spreading in the direction of flow is longitudinal 
dispersivity, while spreading in directions normal to the 
flow is transverse dispersivity. Longitudinal dispersivity 
is normally much stronger than lateral dispersion. For 
this reason values of 100 and 20 for longitudinal and 
transverse dispersivity, respectively, were chosen. 
The regional flow velocity (.06 ft. per day) is a 
function of the gradient (the slope of the water surface) 
and the conductivity. 
Porosity is considered the volume of the voids within 
a material divided by the total volume of the material. 
Effective porosity, which in this case equals .35, is the 
volume of pore space that allows flow, and thus is less 
than the actual porosity. 
The volume of water that a confined aquifer releases 
from storage per unit surface area of the aquifer, per unit 
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decline in the component of hydraulic head normal to that 
surface is known as the storage coefficient. 
varies from 0.005 to 0.00005. The value chosen 
simulation is .0003. 
This value 
for this 
The retardation coefficient represents the change in 
solute concentration in the fluid caused by chemical 
reactions with the aquifer. Reactions such as adsorption 
and organic fixation tend to retard the movement of the 
consitiuent relative to the ground water velocity. A 
coefficient of one was used, thus assuming a substance is 
not affected (retarded) by the aquifer materials .. 
Other information required by the program includes the 
location of well(s) and the contaminant source(s), the 
pumping rate of any wells and the number of particles of 
contaminant. 
The pumping rate of the wells can be set so that the 
well or wells were operating prior to the introduction of 
the contaminant, and they can be turned off or on at any 
time. 
Particle location can be viewed at any time requested. 
A particle or a concentration map (based on the number of 
particles per pound) can be viewed. 
For the purposes of this study the modeled 
concentration of the solution was not considered. First, 
there was no way of determining particle mass accurately, 
and second, particles were moved towards and subsequently 
pumped out of the system by the pumping wells. 
The maximum number of particles allowed in a 
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simulation is 1000, and using nearly this many allowed for 
easy locating of the central portion of the plume and its 
most concentrated spots. 
Formulation of the Problem 
Examination of the chemical data available from the 
well field showed that high concentrations (that varied 
with time) of so4 existed in wells D and E. By comparing 
the so4 concentration fluctuations with the monthly pumping 
rates for wells D and E some relationships became apparent. 
It was also noted that test wells CDCl and CDC3 were 
monitored in 1968 and 1969, prior to development of the 
well field, and showed no elevated sulfate concentrations. 
Subsequent analyses, done on well CDCl in 1980 and 1981, 
showed sulfate concentrations of 1000 mg/l, matching the 
highest values seen in the analyses of the well field 
samples. 
It must be emphasized that the pumping rate of well D 
is, on the average, almost an order of magnitude greater 
than any other well in the field. Occassionally 
(approximately four times since 1976), the pumping rate of 
well D is decreased significantly or turned off. When this 
occurred, the pumping of well E was increased to compensate 
for the decrease in what is the major producing well in the 
field. Appendix H contains graphs of the pumpage of each 
of the 5 Sundre wells. 
When well D is being pumped the so4 values for E are 
high or peak, but when D is not pumping the so4 values for 
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E are lower. When well D is turned down or off the so4 in 
E decreases, and it is at this time that the so4 peaks in 
the D well occur. The sulfate contamination of CDCl 
suggests that the source is located such that the pumping 
of the well field caused the movement of sulfate towards 
the test well. 
Observation of these trends indicates that the flow of 
the solute, in this situation, so4 , is controlled by the 
flow variations which occur depending on well utilization. 
It was thought that flow line analysis of a 
potentiometric surface map of the Sundre Aquifer would give 
an indication of source location. Copies of pre- and post-
development potentiometric surf ace maps of the area were 
obtained from Clark Poore (1987), who is currently modeling 
the regional ground water flow within this area. By 
utilizing these maps, a source location was tentatively 
determined and contaminant movement was then modeled using 
Random Walk. 
Simulation and Results 
The grid location of the wells, and their pumping 
rates is shown in Figure 10. The object of the Random Walk 
simulation was to determine a source area which would cause 
each of several reactions: 1- it must"contaminate" well E 
when all wells in the well field are operating, 2- it must 
be a source that reaches both well D and well E when all 
wells except well D are pumping, and 3- it is important 
that high concentrations not reach wells A, B and c, as no 
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sulfate contamination of them has yet been detected. By 
locating the source as shown in Figure 10, these three 
criteria are satisfied. Figure 11 illustrates the 
situation within the aquifer when well D is not pumping but 
all others are, and Figure 12 shows the solute movement 
that occurrs when all wells are pumped. 
Apparently, wells A, B and C are not affected by the 
so4 source due to the high rate of pumping of well D. When 
D is being pumped, any sulfate that reaches D is diluted 
because of the large amount of water being drawn into D. 
The wells A, B and C are not contaminated because D acts to 
"intercept" any 504 moving in their direction. 
In the simulation of the so4 movement with Random Walk 
one aspect of the system could not be accmomdated for by 
the model. Vertical movement of a solute within an aquifer 
cannot be considered. In the case of the Sundre Aquifer, 
the depth of the gypsum occurrence could affect its 
movement in solution. 
Recommendations for Remediation 
At the present time the city of Minot mixes the waters 
from the well field, in order to dilute any water high in 
sulfate that is coming from wells D or E. This is an 
effective solution but does not address the problem at its 
source. 
Based on the nature of the aquifer material and the 
occurrences of so4 concentrations, it is believed that 
gypsum lenses or beds are located interspersed throughout 
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Figure 12. Location ·of Source and Plume Created 
from the Pumping of Wells A - E 
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the aquifer. Glacio-fluvial sediments, such as those found 
in the Sundre Aquifer, are often unstratified 
conglomerations of any and all local material moved by the 
glacier or carried by the river. This type of geological 
phenomena could result in occurrences of gypsum from the 
glacially eroded Fort Union. The occurrence of high so4 
concentrations in waters from a few of the test wells 
supports the conclusion that the incidences of gypsum in 
the aquifer are isolated and discontinuous. 
In order to discuss remediation solutions it is 
necessary to summarize the situation as it now exists. 
Figure 13 illustrates the solute movement under various 
pumping conditions, as determined through Random Walk. At 
all times, wells A, B and c are kept pumping. Pumping 
conditions that exist concerning wells D and E include: 1-
all wells pumping, 2- all wells except well D pumping, and 
3- ail wells pumping except well E. Both wells D and E are 
affected by the sulfate under all of the above conditions, 
but to varying degrees. 
With this in mind, the initial solution attempted was 
the elimination of well E as a pumping well. To compenaste 
for the decrease in the total volume of water pumped from 
the aquifer, wells A, B and c were pumped to a greater 
extent. Figure 14, the Random Walk simulation of such a 
scenario provides the new pumping rates for wells A, B and 
c, as well as an illustration of the type of plume that 
would develop under such conditions. With well E remaining 
off for five years, the source moves past well E but is 
a 
b 
c 
a 
b 
c 
a 
b 
c 
an wells pumping 
e 
alt wens except D pumping 
an wens except E pumping 
e 
Figure 13. Sofute Movement Under Various Pumping Conditions 
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seen at well D. If this is the solution attempted it is 
important to consider the assumptions made regarding this 
situation. Well D, being the primary producer of the 
field, is pumped six times more that well A, B or c. This 
large amount of water moving toward D acts in two ways 
important in maintaining this solution: 1- dilution at well 
D prevents high so4 from becoming a problem at the well, 
and 2- the cone of influence around D prevents most of the 
so4 from travelling to well c or on to wells B and A. 
Simply stated, not pumping well E would increase the 
sulfate concentrations at D but they would still be diluted 
to the point that the water is safe for drinking. 
A second solution to consider is the pumping of well 
E, and the disposal of the water by some means. The 
pumping of well E acts to draw the so4 away from well D. 
This is desirable considering the importance of well D to 
the Minot water supply. A potential means of disposing of 
the high sulfate water from well E is through injection 
into the aquifer, or into a non-producing interval such as 
the Fort Union. If the water were injected upgradient from 
the source it would act to push the in situ source water 
towards well E faster, provided it was injected into the 
Sundre Aquifer. Injection into the Fort Union or other 
deep, non-water bearing strata would eliminate the water 
from the system. If reinjected into the aquifer, the rate 
at which this is done should not exceed the pumping rate, 
in order to keep the flow toward E and away from well D. 
Another strategy for remediation requires the 
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installation of a pumping well to act as a purging or 
diversion well, and an injection well for recirculation of 
the sulfate-rich water. The location of the pumping well 
should be such that it is near enough to the source to 
couunter-act the influence that well D has on the flow, 
while the injection should occur slightly upgradient from 
the source. This system, if operated correctly, will 
contain the source in an area as long as it is kept 
operating. The injection rate should not exceed the 
pumping rate or it well act to push the sulfate toward the 
well field. One of the drawbacks of this soultion is that 
with any injection system the success of the action cannot 
be predicted with complete accuracy. In any instance when 
installation of a well is recommended, the system should be 
thoroughly studied to determine the cost effectiveness of 
such a project. 
The techniques for remediation discussed above are 
only preliminary and their potential for success has not 
been fully considered. 
CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions have been made from this 
study: 
1. Cation exchange, where sodium ions go into 
solution and calcium are removed from solution, is 
occurring between the water of the Sundre Aquifer and the 
montmorillonite clays within the river valley fill deposits 
which make up the aquifer. 
2. Dedolomitization is the principle rock-water 
interaction controlling the chemistry of this ground water 
system. The catalyst for the dedolomitization process is 
gypsum dissolution into the ground water. Gypsum 
contributes calcium ions to the ground water, which in turn 
combine with carbonate ions present and precipitate as 
calcium carbonate once saturation is exceeded. Once 
calcite precipitation occurs dolomite saturation and 
precipitation follows. The subsequent dissolution of 
gypsum contributes calcite ions to the solution, thus 
perpetuating dolomite dissolution, which occurs in order to 
contribute carbonate ions to the solution. These ions join 
with the calcite ions to precipitate calcite, begining the 
cycle once again. 
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3. The source for excessive gypsum found in water 
from wells D and E may be within the aquifer, and to the 
south and east of the well field area. This determination 
was made with the aid of Random Walk, a solute transport 
model. 
The following are the author's suggestions for further 
research: 
1. The drilling of boreholes, particularly in the 
source area as predicted through Random Walk, will provide 
actual physical evidence as to the composition of the 
aquifer, specifically, the presence of gypsum. 
2. All information derived from the physical modeling 
of this aquifer (which is being done concurrently with this 
study) should be utilized as aquifer coefficient input into 
the Random Walk solute transport model. 
3. Other physical and chemical tests and models are 
available that could be used to confirm the conclusions 
drawn by the author concerning the geochemical processes 
taking place within the Sundre Aquifer. 
4. Water level measurments, done under specific 
conditions with respect to the pumping of the well field, 
would provide information on the affect of the well field 
on the regional ground water flow direction. 
5. The mass balance program, BALANCE, has an option 
which chemically describes a mixing product if the two end 
points are known. This option could be utilized to 
delineate the timing and location of the reactions. 
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I;!<.; ''""· -·~ '"'t~~ ._...., . - f i'-"..;I_, .,,.. 
- L !IOU • '""""":' HOllTM OAKOT~ SnOI\ 
•• .,• • ~lu•~ W • · • ·REP.O · SQ~A .. , f~wtMlbM~~~j1~~~1 
l 
- fT•i. .. ATD~i.~ ·. LL OWNER 
me r;;n :,,-, iLH~ • ! ··:j~ ....., !Mt l¥l?t !:! ~·· fHt below land surflca I I I ... ,,. f ··:· ' •• : .• 
hJt. ... Ii..:: ~·:.er... ; ltffowfnll cloMcWn.~ jress GPM lloW . . ! I : . "''°""' indl 0 pipe ; 
:LL LOCATION • ~· ·-#~ .... ~~i ti~v11w. CJ Reducers ' -r-r·~ CJ ClUllf, 
.etch imp location must ~0:- .;tll'wi~ !'~·~ ·-· .:,. ; 1'011111 • .. 
..... ~"" ~&:·Wll.L TUT DATA " I . . .. ,,.~ .fr,,"'! !;,. ."''"'·l ' . .· ... , 11. Pump 0 S.0.« j 0 Other 
lrumprna 1tve1 6elci.1Md lurtac8. • . ~i, I 
I 2'.glt ft. lflw. 2 hrs. pumpin1 lOCQ IP"' 
,_ '21H ft. aftw. l hrs. pumpin1 lliOo · iiP'TI 
unty Jlli.ii.ll 
"·"' 
.. ,,_ l 
"rs. pumpin8 1809 · · ... _W.~l/~111 Sec:2-T~ N, P1 i2 W. -- .,... ~I WILL "°'- . ~ 
• OPOSED USE . .. .. 
Domestic: O lrrlption O lndultrlll uemn(~ FonNtlon 
"'°'" 
TO 
Stock C! Municipal 0 Test.Hole' !OF SOIL 0 1 
.THOD DRILLED ct.\Y SILTY •. !'.>L.Clf.C.ll '""°"" l \• 1 .. 
Cable C Re .. rse Rotaty D Bored S.llm FiliZ ~·· KiilI:JIC 15 ZIJ ; 
Forward Rotary = Jetted CJ Other CUT S!L'l'T C'..J:VE ORAi' Zli AA 
Jther, specify !lalil), l!E.::IL'll !I COAllSE · 88 "' . GRAVEL. nn !I COAR:;li: ;;A!ll)J 9? llQ. 
ITER QUAUTY Cr.Al. l>ILn' ;, .. llO i ... _,,. 
is a water ymple c:ollect.d for chemical analysis1 SAllJI. IUDn"lf !I ·cou.os f lllZ 1 . ~ .. \ 
Yes 0 No , &Illl'. <'!'I .J. <rrl • t ~· ! ·~· , ... .• l 'I. ~ , ~-:; I ~- · nu 20 ooun: I l II ·1 ~ . ~. to what laborajgry ..,., it sent SILT. CLAtEf 1 5 l 
.LL CONSTRUCTION GaAvm. .. nxa to CL.Ail>& •• . --·· ,,, .. .. -
,, ~feet. SA!.u• nua.:. MES ~ ·~• •t"'. imeter at hole - s i'!Cha COAX3EB Ul'::J. """"' , . 
;in1> ::J Steel 0 Platic CJ Concrete ·rAA.1.;'<; s.i:u. .......... .. ._ 
O Threaded ~W•I~ 0 Other 
;ther, specify 
.e Weiaht: Oiametr: From: To. 
~b/ft. ___ inehes ~ 19' ffiet 
__ lb/ft. ___ inches __teet ~ .... µ 
__ lb/ft. __ . _inches ---'-t -----1eet 
__ lb/fl ___ inches __feet ---2-feet 
; perforated pipe used? 0 Yes ~No 
1gth of pipe perfonted 'eet (Use separate sheet if necessary.) 
s casing left o;ien end? 0 Yes (]No 1!.aal. coapletion ritll pitleu ex;:ect•d Jul.1 197' 
; a well screened installed? !J Yes 0 No 10. DATE COMPLETED 
~erial 
. 
.., :::.::!. Diameter 16" ~nches 11. WAS WELL Pl.UGGED DR ABANDONED? (stainless steel, t>tonZe, etc.I 
OYes eiIJ No t size ·~·: set trom-llL.teet ~ 
setfrom~~t If so, how ., t siz• -. 
t siz• ...,._ setfro~h2 2'° feet 12. REMARKS: Hiit':? .13':DRE 'iE1.L 'A' 
t size set from ___ ;. 1n feet 
,. 
- ~Yes , a packer or sul used? . - 0 No 
o. what material 
. '" 
e ot well: Stra i&ht screen ~ Gir4 PICked 0 11 DRILLER'S CEJITIFICATION 
; the well &TOUted? Ya~ No 0 Thia well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this ~ is 
what depth? 195 . fHt true to the best of my knowledge. 
!erial used in PJti"1C.11eat c. A. SIIU'>;i. J; & s•:t: z 
I head completion• Pitlesa adapter dll h.n-. Driller's or Firm's Name Certifica11t No. 
,bovegrade • Other 
si..a~.E, NH'!"! ~HOT;. 
t"er, specify Add~ Zl5m 
. -1 ....... "t .. 
-- .. ~ ... -;J 1~t:on? [J Yes·• (j No ~- OaW 
.. 
--- --
-
... . - ._..._....___ - --......--..---~ 
LL OWNER ~: WATER l.1Vll. 12/2117'+ --
~;.static wmr level 15.'8 feet below land surface 
If flowin&: ~In pressura._____psi 
- r·"""!' ... -
me --·· •• 
dress I ._ '· --Cl! llAXOTA - ~ 'GPM f1o- lttroulf' inch pipe 
oLL LOCATION 1~ , .. \~~~t: f!ip;n'!O'led fir.I; i;:i1va~, , O Reducers ,0 Other ~tch map location must al'" with iii1iic'itlari.. ,r .1U lfother, specify · · · · · ., - " 
MO&'l'll. - ;. • ·- , ....... ; · . •·•it•" •·•: ·~i.~~. tl~~1:~ .'I ::.i _-L_Wl_LL_T_EST_M_T_A-.-----------
- ~lfO"'J.3..• ,..,. ,.... L: C! Pump O Baller ~ .. · er 
. ,_.,,-... ~ .• ·1 ., • -~ ' 
:f.'. r ~ ~=-. . : Pumpina lewt beldw land surtac.- : 
30 • liO ft. after 2 llrs. pumpin1 1000 apm 
1 Jlllle • }7. 6l ft. after 1 hrs. pumpin . ..,1 _l_ltOO ___ apm.,. 
unty _,; 46.o6 1t aftel: l hrs. pumpin1._1..,8.,,1,.o _ __,1P"'.,. r 
_v._·'_v._•_v. Sec-L Twp~N. Rs-Lw.t--"'""'""''"'~"------1._ ______ _.2.,.2,,.bO,._ _ -t 
OPOSED USE 
Domestic 
Stock 
~HOO DRILLED 
Cable 
.TER QUALITY 
O lrriptlon 
(:::l Municipal 
O Reverse Rotary 
c; Jetted 
0 Industrial 
0 Test Hole. 
0 Barad 
0 Other 
I. WELL LOii 
Fonnatlon 
,5 a water sample collected for chemical analysis7 ....... ,,. .. , ~ 'nl COl.il,;i;, 
Yes 0 No ~ .;;.uur :t : r I .. f 
uepm1n.1 
From To 
0 l? 
.,.u.;r, v.1 ... u .. ~ 
so, to whit laboralory wn it sent~S-.C['!2. ______ l1'll.s.Anim-D,;-ii .... mftu1, ... :l::J,.,.i':.rr:w.· :mlunm.1.·.~ .. ;--"T-Dii;"--H~r-11 
ELL CONSTRUCTION ' 171:im.Umu,.;..:., . .. m.nn; .. '»F.illUl6;;ii~' i--' :-'--~f-:~~;-......;.+=:.-...:::1-t 
n 8o IWUYU, I.Lii .. iV ...,........,._, 
· 3meter of hole 
sin&: O Steel 
--,,inches. ~teet.1--.,..'9':" :0M"""u1"', .... ,,...,Mi..,.1"'• ........ , ....,...,,...,.,..:----+-,...:._--+---.,.-.""fr 
0 Plastic 0 Concrete 1--...:;;..u·.r=1;.;_..::~"::;''":;_ _____ 4 ____ .+-;;,.:,;:;_""'-.... U 
O Threaded ~ Welded O Other 
other, specify ______________ ..,_ _____________ +-----+---..,.,..u 
'e Weight; Diameter: From: To: 
-·--lb/It __ '-_inches __Q__jeet -1§9..J..ti--------------+-----+----i,.. 
__ 1b;1t ___ inches ___ feet ._,eeti--------------+-----+-----t 
__ lb/fl ___ inches ___ feet _teetl-------------+-----+-----1 
__ lb/fl ___ inches ___ feet ___ feett-------------+-----+-----1 
s perforated pipe used? O Yes (] No 1---------------"----__J,,---~ 
_ e of well: Strai&ht sc;reen ~ Gravel packed O 
s the well srouted? Yes !!:J No O 
.. hat depth? _l_oo __________ feet 
iterial used in ll"'Utfn.1~C~!:""l'ili=T"--------
1 head completion: Pitless ldapter __ rl_U __ ba_.,. _ 
atovellJ"lde 1lll Other ____ _ 
o'.'ier, specify _____________ _ 
!] Yes·· Q No 
13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction ind this report Is 
true to the best of my k!'lowledp • 
2 
Driller's or Finn's Name Certific:ata No. 
1;,m 
Oat• 
~------ SOARO OF~VlATER\~iEL~ CO~TRACTORS 439 
900 a. ltOUL.nAl'D • ••SM.UICI&. NOIOTH CIAICOTA SH01 
WE~ DRILLER'S REPORT 
Sta"• requires ltllt lll!l• iaport 119. filed with IN Staw SOlrd of Water Well 
Contractors within 31 dlys afttr eompletlon or abandonment of the well. 
:.j :. :,~~ :;: )~· WATD LEVEL 3/lll'l5 
-· . : :·t ... · . .i:. ~T - J t ·~,_,_ ·~ · Static water leve1 ....... 1.,.11..,62 ____ feet below land surfacs 
""-'-='--'--'-=='-------.~f.-.-, .. a"';!"".-.. .;.· .-•. -.·:l ::.c If ftowinc: closed-in pressure ___ _,,psi 
LL OWNU 
teS:..•..c· __ -__. • .....,·:.._-:..,;j:n,....·_,'-. ,K,.O:~A..._ _ .;._. __ .._., ... -_. -- fl: GPM flow throu&h Inch pipe 
--------------------i 11.• . ..._ ____ _. 
LL LOCATION : • ~ t:Mi:i '. .... ~ Controlled 111: 0 Valft 0 Red~rs 0 Other 
~tch map location must acree with Writtitn IC1C11t1M1.,'F ~· 11 other, specify ______________ , 
1'mm .. - •• ,. "'" 
1 \ l_l __ . IU I/• .Jf 11" .~ ~·- L WILL TU1' DATA· 
-+-TT 1Jr; , •• ,,. {1 • • ~·Pump o Saile;' ·.~O Other ·, 
1 · _j_ 7 "> • .$ "•IC ,_,,,, .. Pumpinc level be1Jw fllnd ~ .STE? 1'!.ST 
1..+-Tt- 21.ltJ ft. after 2 hrs. pumpin1 lSoo iP'l1 
11 - 1 2"·'4 ft. after 1 hrs. pwnpin1 2300 IP"' 
.nty ·• · · l--=~27~.36~::::tt.:.:att~e:r:::=lr:=:hrs:_-~pu:m~p:i~no~~~!Q:==-~m'.:l _v4..::.:_v~v. sec-1_ Twp--1.Z!. N. R~w. L weft~ ~a 1 J8oo 
)POSED USE 
ueptr 1n 
:lomestic O lrription O Industrial Formation From To 
Steck !2'.i. Municipal 0 Test Hole ;;IL:. C~'!?:Y, OXIJl:I ., o l'+ 
OTHOD DRILLED SILT ··- .<= vr: ',,Cu">';.' OJ.IV:.. ::, t..X l• 1.11 
<..w 11'7 
\7 ~ 
Cable o Reverse Rotary o Sered s,rn:: a:;;: !C c~.u<.it ia :>1 
"'orward Rotary o Jetted o Other Cl.1, JIL7Y o:.Iv.:: a;ur 21 28 
SAllD, 1~1~11 ro CO.ulSE Jther, specify--------------... .,"'. ,."'·N'""·o~11~1-;;;:.H::;=.;;;:;,;:...=-·.;,r~L..-.:;.;r:,;tt;::;.=:;=-----i.-=:::....--.f..A'f-----4 
<;Ii 7'1 
. 7'l en 
9:5 119 
• 19 lCO 
"".: zoo 
.TER QUALITY ... c,,.LA,.,,,,r,_. • ..,;,,,,,·1.,L;:l'!'~---,,...,.=---..,_~--+'-"'----t 
,5 a water sample collected fr. chemical analysis7 ~s..,.ui!!T!o,.,~llE;l...,· .,1 .. :.11,. • ...,_.s~:..,:;:E=!'I:;:;;:a:_· __ -t-J:~--~~--; 
lii<A•""'• iI.l\E TO COARSE 
Yes O No ~~11r..,.cv--,••~~~.~r~~T.---------r-~~--t~~--i 
;o. to what laboraicry was it sen,•~-------1-SAHmii<--a,-=K.:;..,,.;;;, :;;.I"'•u;,,il,---------+-*--+.:::::=----t 
"''' 
,,n 
210 :n~_ 
271 2'<? 
:LL CONSTRUCTION ·~;~co~ ~ ;;;'~..,;.;;: 
imeter cf hole ;l15 inches. ~feet~-=-':;au;~;;;:;...;;.;1,.,1"'1.;;;;.-::Q::;;IU~VEl;;=..--,....+.-==--+-=-= 
sin1= o Steel i;;:i Plastic O Concrete GiiAoU., cc.-.:;s:: T~ Vi'.• Y Cl.AAS!: 
o Threaded tJ Welded o Other l'EBnLr.s. I. ';;.5a1r.s 
Jther, specify---------------1---------------+----t-----t 
>e Weight: Diameter: From: To: 
__ lb/ft. _:_·,_inches __Q___feet ~eett-------------+---,.--+-----t 
__ lb/ft. ___ inches ___ feet ___ feet1--------------.+-----+-----1 
__ lb/ft. ___ inches ___ feet ___ feetl----------~--+-----+----1 
__ lb/ft. ___ inches __teet ___ feett-------------+-----+----1 
,s perforated pipe used? O Yes ~ Not-------------~----"-----1 
1gth cf pi•e perforated feet (Use separate sheet if necessary.) 
is casing left o;ien end? O Yes b No 1'1l:lal Cor,>letion with pi tleee er,iected J'ul.7 1975 
s a well screened installed? el Yes 0 No 10. DATE COMPLETED " , - '9:;!:S 
!erial • .. ·' :~i;;_ Diameter 16 ?:OH.inches 11. WAS WELL PLUGGED OR ABANDONED? (stainless steel, bronze, elt.) 
: s" •·· set f~eet ~feet ) D Yes ~ No 
If so, hew _____ .,._ __ . ·-----·-----1 
set f~t 1n m · ieet t----------------------1 
t size_, ___ set frc~feet 11! ~7 feet 12. REMARKS: S~l'IJ:lE .;:,:_:_ 1C' 
t size !.r 
t size_ ·--- set frcm ___ feetfJ! .. ~--feet D. ;~:_:_: 4!' .:!: .jf re.~ ·:cL.::: z. 
; a packer or seal used? ~Yes 0 Ne 
Jo. «hat material __ :._,._· .. _·~----------
e cf well: Straight screen 0 Grawl packed 0 1-1-3._D_R-IL_L_E-R'S_C_E_R_T_IF_l_CA_Tl_O_N __________ ~ 
> t~e well i1'°"18d? Yes tJ No 0 This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
,.hat depth? _2._1"'5'------------feet true to the best of my knowledge. · 
:enal used in &r0Utin1 ~ ... ;,- C!)!D,\ 
.. , ' .;·.,i'"" · L ,..., 
I head completion: Pitless adapter l 1411 ban Driller's or Firm's Name Certificate Na. 
ab~ 11rad• Other ____ _ 
j!~er, specify ______________ _ 7/5175 
C:: Yes 0 No 
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4tiA,C: ..,. ''- ·"- A· 
'.: sOA~~~ -£~\Y.i~lfi'.coNTJUC fORS ~, ~·. 
- c. 90tJ ... lll\JICic. HORTH DAKOTA saso1 · 
. : ;·1'-·ill:ER'S REPORT' Sta~ llW rwqu._:'M- ~ with the Stata Baird al Water Well 
Contractcrs witt'jl\t, "j t.;l! ... ~~t~ aband_onment of the wen. 
• • .. t .i:m . iit~ 1. ••TD LEVEL lt/27/'rJ . ,,.. i. it. cl• '" .. ,a:• ,.t:' • •••,.1. 
..... -u .. ot ;·iaot • J1 1!'-. ·. 1-: r ~c wmter lew! 10.?Q fnt below ·-· 
. ' ·r~UN ~e!r '1. !> lfftowlna: closed-in pressww____psl · 
j- Minot '.'lo,.tlt n..1e:-•- "ti~• if· ~4~GPM flow - throulh rnd!. pipe 
ZLL LOCATION .,. ;JI: ...:-.~ ~fj~ M!.C:ontro11ed bJ:: 1 o .v11w o Reducers , ! :~ ~, 
!tell map location must aipw wim ' •·tdf actlef, specify. 
LL OWNER 
MOl!D ./i~.:f..r~yp · ... ~-.... WI .. ·_L_L_T_EST __ DA_T::l::;::::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: __ - =! 
. .,.r ;;,-·~ -,;· ~ .... , . . I 
, ?. ;. ,;.,"'~ ~·· tl~ !J Pump O '!'iler . O Other 1 _ • 
•1 • • ! ·' : • • 1'· Pumpin1 lewl below land surface: .:;te11-teac \ 
· =.: 23. '; ft. after 2 hrs. pumpin1 ·1800 pn 
1·... : • ' . · 21.'n ft. after : hrs. pumpin1 2'°° IP'" 
iunty _.,.rd '"" • · ""'32.}9 ,. after ~ hrs. pumpin8 ~ 
_v • .....:::?.v._._._v. Sec..J__ Twp....ls!!. N. R~w. ~t.'fl 
OPOSED USE 
Domestic 
Slllek 
O lrriptian 
rn Municipal 
O Industrial 
O Test Hole 
I. w\b.b£oa 
Formation 
l 
ueptn llt.I 
From TO 
n ., 
oTHOD DRILLED .Sud nee Silt.. II 2'7 
Cable o Reverse Rotary O Bored Silt Cl"-· - 2? ~'! 
F':itWard Rotary O Jetted 0 Other -S!L-~iltv . OliH ::rev ~ 82 
Sand. ~erv i'1ne ?o iine & !Sa )ther, specify --------------'"'s.i:=="d..._.M""o~d~i~w~_.'"-=7.,~iA&r=""-".,.=---t-'i~..,._--+--:-l-=-=07----t 
lTER QUALITY 
is a water sample collected for chemical anal~? 
Yes O No 
;o, to what laboratory was it sent 
Grnel :itb Cal:lb~•• 107 110 
' Clranl. ::adi\18 io S...rn 1 ; 110 115 
Sand. ,.ediua 115 155 
S'alld·. Medi... to.:o.r..e 155 17'5 
Sand. CoerH to Very Collrse 17'5 20l 
~LL CONSTRUCTION 
meter of hole 2 : : 5 
;ins: Cl Steel 
iOIClles. Depth 
0 Plastic 
19'.!e1oleet. .......... 1. •ine to ~...... ~~u ""' 
0 Concrete 
O Threaded [!!I Welded 0 Other 
,ther, specify--------------·t--------------+-----+----~ 
>e Weight: Diameter: From: To: 
_. _lb/~ _:__· __ inches __ ;;_feet -1n._f•t ~------------+-----tf------f 
__ lb/~ _inches ___ fHt ___ fnt~-------------+-----t--''-----1 
__ Jb/ft ___ inches ___ feet -'•t~-------------+-----1-----1 
__ lb/ft. ___ inches ___ fnt _teett-------------+---~-----4 
; ;:erforated pipe used? O Yes ~ No~--------------'------'---~, 
"gm of pipe perforated feet (Use separate sheet if necessary.) I 
s ::asing left o~en end? O Yes i] No 1'1Dal Collctetio" with pitlue er,ected .1"17 1975 I 
·s a well screened installed? 0 Yes 0 No 10. DATE COMPLETED •:me 1975 I 
tenal : '' · i . ·.ul Diameter 16 :+:" ;nches 11. WAS WELL PlUGGED OR ABANDONED? (stainless steel, bronze, etc.) 
-"""--- set frotTL..li2-feet t~fnt ' D Yes l!l No _ 
---- set f~eet ~;nt 1--it_so. __ how_:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.-:.·:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:..·1 
~size :s 
t s:ze 5;. 
set f~fnt t~fnt 12. RtMARKS:- Suni!'e •1i,J. •o• I 
----set fr~feet.to 2&l feet ..lrilleJ at '!'e:st 3ole 5. Jr'il!. l L cct.:>oer,~<;7,· ' 
size 
size ,, 
; a packer or seal used? "flJ Yes O No 
;~ ""hat material ... d ::._ 1 
e of well: Slraiiht screen (] , arMI packed 0 
; :he well if0Utmd1 --.. .~' Ya l!J No O 
.~at depth? _1q~15~'----------feet 
:enal used in vcutiniJ'je .. t ~eir@qt 
1 ~ad completion: Pitless adapter_x_ri=l~l-.....ba.-.•.._e._ 
J~ grade Other ____ _ 
~:--er, specify _____________ _ 
~ - •• ......... ,., .... 0 1 '"'"""' ... ".'-p!etion? e:J Yes O No 
11 DRILLER'S CERTlflCATIDN ! 
This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is I 
true to the best of my knowledge. 
_. ~. wic:paon & ~oc .J$. ••• I 
Driller's or Firm's Name Certillcm No. 
f:J::::0~· w" ,.. I 
.. . -· _____________ ..._ __________________ ---' ! 
------ -----· 
---- __ _j 
I 
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LL OWNER [To:_ WATll umJ; ~ 
' ! · ':'stitic _.., ieWi 1•~?t I! ! feet below land surface 
m• '=*D i;..F M..:.HO'! ... 1• • . • 
,,._,........_""--""''"""'---------.. ,-..· "'-·• iftrow1n11 cl~~ : 
t'.Jt. --"=··~~' . . ' . jress G~ floW · ·; 1 . ·' . ifiroucl'-----~indl. pipe ; ~LL LOCATION. • ., • " • : ~f' ·-#":°" .. ·~~i &r·~ CJ Reductf'I 0 oit';i, 
•etch map location ""::,= ·---~ _ _ !f -.... ''*"-.,.,_.,..,.... -...... ~-·-------~ ii /,r~:""~'~ ~~;~TUT DATA '. I :. .. . ~(•" 'f1: .. ~ -.. IJ. Pump Cl ~,_:, l 0 Other l'ump(na 1-i 6elo. land aurfxe: 
26. git ft. lflw. 2 . hrs. pumpin1 lOOQ 
a ... ».J§ ft. after. l hrs. pwnpin1 lloOO 
unty iAiL . '9 92 ,. after l "rs. pumpin• 1809 · · --
- ~~V~ll& s.c_L_ T~ N.- ff1 82. W. rr,1, a• "" . 
----------------t["ll:' Will l.08....' • 
. OPOSED USE . : •• • 1-------· ------r---i~'!:ull:"l',.,IS',w,.....--t 
Domestic O lrription O Industrial 
Stock ~ Municipal 0 Test Hole · 
,THOD DRILLED 
Cable C Re"9rse Rocary 
Forward Rotary ::: Jetted 
Jther. specify 
ITER QUALITY 
0 Bored 
D Other 
is a water sample collecta:I for dlemical analysls7 
Yes O No • 
'· to what laborafofy was it sent 
.LL CONSTRUCTION 
l'rom lo 
!OF SOIL 0 l 
.sum FWZ ~ MIDI'Jlt 1<; 
ct . .&T su:n. Ct.IVE GRAT Zit 
.... ,D. ~IL'M '!'!> COAllSE · 88 
GRAVEL. nn ro cou:;s .;A11Dr q; 
l!l'.&Y l>lL'l'f' ",. I· • 110 
1 ., ..• 
&n4'. CJ.lil'J:J' •I• • ~" b·t· 151 
&AIU),· 1In '!O COAR£ 150 .. ~ 
SIU'. Cl..\Rf " 165 lG 
QJIAQL •• .nKS to CL.4il>B,. .• •. l1IQ 
' -
t 
imeter of hole 
;ing: CJ Steel 
.,. 3Alll>f ......,:......,. ;.ULK 
'l S i<!Ches. ~twt.t---Ci;CAA:;;.=;;<3-!;D,.=;U;::;.r;;T.::I.;:::,.;. """"w,=---,-+----1--'--~l 
O Plastic 0 Coiic:me r ....... ;~a &.i:uo - ,..., • ., 
O Threaded i;J Wei.did 0 Other 
1ther, specify _____________ l-------------1-----+---'-fl 
.e Weight: Diameter: Fram: To: 
_tb/~ -inches~ 19' ~tt-----------1----+----lll 
__ lb/ft. ___ inches _fNt ~ ... ' " 
__ lb/~ __ _inches --1eet ---1ee11--------------+-----1----
__ lb/~ ___ inches ---'"t ~eeti--------------+-----1----
; perforated pipe used? O Yes !!J No 1---------------'------'----, 
15th of pipe perfonted •eet (Use separate sheet if necessary.) 
s casing left o~n end? O Yes I[] No 1'1u1 cot1pleUOZ1 witll pitleaa •r,:•ct•d J~ lYf~ 
; a well screened installed? ~ Yes O No 10. DATIE COMPLIETED-------------
:erial - . .• ":::.;;: Diameter l6" ~nches 11. WAS WIELL PLUGGIED OR ABANDONED? (stainless steel, tllvnZtl, etc.) 
t size »: set from~ ~ CJ Yes till No 
t siz• :.. set: from~ ~feet If so. how ·· 
t siz• S~ set f~ ~ 230 feet 12. REMARKS: Miii':? .~J::DR.t 'iELL 'A' 
t size set from ___ ·;.. to ftet 
. 
; a packer or seal1 used? - • - ~ Yes O No 
e of well: Strai&ht screen !J 13. DRILLH'S CERTIFICATION 
; the well erouted? 
G12ve1 packed O 
Yes 0 No 0 
Nhat depth? _1~95--. __________ f,eet This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this rwp:irt is true to the best of my knowledge. 
:erial used in ~,,. .• _C._aietl _ t _______ _ 
I head completion: Pitlesa adapter "1ll !Min 
~bove grade • Otf'ler ____ _ 
C. A. Silll':i .. N & s•:1; 2 
Certifiatt Na. !'.\riller's or Firm's PQme 
BI .. s~.!:, """"!"! ~.nor;. 
tner, specify ____________ _ 
[J Yes·• Q No 
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STAT& 0, NORTH CA.KOT.A 
G~d .~~R~u~~::;,:M:~~L..;!;~~~~:~.'::1 491 
:• ··11·1· ~·· ,.,.. .. 7·' ;:,'.:';. WELL DRILL.ER'S REPORT ... 
State law requires that tllls report be filed w1tll the State Board of Water Well 
Contractors within 30 dayS after completion Ot abandonment of· the well. 
LL OWNER 7, WATER LEVEL M.E. 
::·.·.: ., ~111.-t Static water level 12.C!Q feet below leMI ~ m• ' -
lfftowina: closed-injlreSSll,. psi 
:!ress ·.·.".';I crtl: Dakota GPM flow throull' _ inch pipe 
:LL LOCATION I Controlled by: D vaiv. D Reducers D Other 
~tch map location must allff witll written ~ If other, specify 
HOnll. 
. ·+-' L. WILL TEST DATA -+- +-f-1-:-+- ;J Pump O ~ailer f!pOtller ' ' 
•+I Pumpin1 level below~ a •l -+- -+- 25.9'? ft. after z hrs. pumpin& l"l6 iPm .~ I 
llllle ~.54 ft. after ] hrs. pumpin1 1·.05 iPm 
unty . ~6.02 ft. after , hrs. pumpin1 ll!a9 gpm 
-~-=-=-¥~14 sec.....L_ Twp-lli N. R~W. 
I. WELL LOQ 
.OPOSED USE 
Domestic O lrription 0 Industrial uepth nr. Formation From To 
Stock ~ Municipel O Test Hole 1,..__ ==-~, ~ . 
ETHOD DRILLED ~ .. , .. , Ji 
Cable O Reverse Rotaiy D BoMd c1,.,, ,_,,_ ...... •h "'•··- II , i:: 
FOtWard Rotaiy O Jetted O Other Claw n1<1ve G ...... 
'" "" 
'ther, specify ~~-d Ctur•• 
,,, ,.
Cla• Cliye "'•·- ;>C • 
"" ATER QUALITY Sil\. Clav t.Ter• 
"" 
It.lo 
as a water sample collected for chemical analysis? Sand • .!'ine te r~ .. - 114 ,,. 
, Yes 0 No Gruel Fine llli '"' Sand. !Wdit.111 \o eo ..... , .. ,, 1i::c
so. to what laborafoiy was it sen• ~ Gr:1Yel fine 1_1:o; 178 
!LL CONSTRUCTION Sacd · !'.ed11111 to CoHrse 260 
ameter of hole 2;z;. inches. Depth 2ei.?l6e f•t. 
,sing: Q Steel O Plastic O Concrete 
O Threaded l!J Welded D Other 
Jther, specify 
,e Weight: Dia met•: From: To: 
__ .. _-lb/It .L_inches _o __ feet ~t 
__ lb/It ___ inches ___ feet --1eet 
__ lb/It ___ inches ___ feet ___ feet 
__ lb/It ___ inches ___ feet ___ feet 
s perforated pipe used? 0 Yes ~No 
'ith of pipe perforated feet (Use separate sheet if necessaiy.) 
,s casing left open end? O Yes ~No final coir.letioo .1th pi tle;'t'."4?"~ ·:~Illy lQ' 
·' 
s a well screened installed? [£;Yes 0 No 10. DATE COMPLETED . ~~tor.tM,. • •. · ·;71. 
.•terial .. -· ....... , Diameter 16 no'" ;nches 11. WAS WELL PLUGGED DR ABANDONED? (stainless steel, bronze, etc.) 0 Yes i3J No ~t size ,. set from~feet ~feet ' 
-
.t size 'rom~feet ~feet If SO, haw set 
t size set from ____ feet to...__ feet 12. REMARKS: 
!i!.:(")t -:;..in.:.t~• ••11 '~· t size set from ___ feet to ___ feet 
.-·.:- l..; .,;-;r·:xi::1-t!e..:..1 .. ... bcve !:an.; 3..u-faee. 
s a packer or seal used? 15) Yes C No 
;o, what material : 0 •d 
e of well: Striight screen ~ Gravel packed O 13. DRILLER'S CERTIFICATION 
J t!":e well if'OUted? Yes iJ "'lo ::J This well was drilled under my jurisdiction and this report is 
Nhat depth? 1+r' feet true to the best of my knowledge. 
arial used in groyting •1. 9 t 
-emect .. 
' 
..:1~;c.·on )(.. 3")!1 z 
I head completion: Pitless adapter will ba ... Driller's or Firm's Name Certificate No. 
J~ove grade • o:;.~b·~ --~~t:i J. ."':~~ ! Other Address .'} 
·.roer, specify 
'1. ~ .....t~·~>\. 7/5/?5 
• r~ -• - ~ 
""" ··-plet'on? C Yes Cl No Sigr;Fd by I Date 
I 
~ 
, 
I 
~ 
i 
I 
' 
' I 
l 
I 
I 
i 
' I 
! 
I 
I 
-- - --' 
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APPENDIX B 
PRE- AND POST-DEVELOPMENT SUNDRE WATER LEVELS 
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APPENDIX C 
WATER QUALITY DATA 
79 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
ti) 
11 
L' 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1B 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
J") 
33 
34 
35 
37 
-~8 
39 
1() 
41 
43 
4-4 
45 
·\6 
47 
HEL.l. 
3CBB 
3CP.ll 
3CBB 
3C!JIJ 
3CBB 
3CBB 
3Cll8 
JClllJ 
3CBB 
JCllB 
JCBB 
3Cllll 
3CBB 
JCBB 
3CBB 
JCllJI if 
3CBB 
JCJIB 
3CllB 
JCBB 
3CBB 
JCBB 
3CBB 
JCBB 
3CBB 
3CBB 
3CDC1 
JCllCI 
3CDC1 
3CDC1 
3CDC1 
3CLIC1 
3CDC1 
3CDC1 
3CBC 
3CllC 
JCBC 
3CllC 
JCDC 
3CllC 
3CBC 
3CllC 
3CBC 
3CllG 
JCUC 
3i;llC 
3C8C 
3Cl!C 
3CIIC 
3Cl~C 
:<CBC 
..:;BC 
;scec 
.!Cl<C 
DA II:. 
10/05174 
10/06//4 
09/27170 
OB/0317'1 
05/01/BO 
08/12/80 
08/21/81 
12129/81 
05/27/82 
08/26/82 
02/17/83 
08/18/83 
10/03/B4 
10/11 /EM· 
10/24/84 
11/08/84 
11/20/04 
01/09/8!) • 
02/12/BS 
03/06/B?i 
03/21/BS 
0'1/18/85 
OS/15/85 
06/26/85 
07/30/85 
08/28/8!) 
Q9/26/68 
12103/68 
12/05/69 
05/01/80 
08/12/80 
08/21/81 
05/26/83 
08/18/83 
03123175 
03/27/7~j 
09/27/7B 
08/03179 
05/01/80 
08/l'.l/80 
OB/21/Bl 
121;~~ .. /~)l 
05/27/B2 
08/26182 
11/16/B2 
02/17/8~ 
OS/26/B3 
OB/ 11118:; 
11/;>;l/(13 
0::!/28/H ~ 
04/12184 
o::.n:ue~ 
00/16/84 
on,1:~1 .reti 
BB 
t)~, 
BS 
'?0 
85 
82 
83 
BO 
84 
77 
78 
80 
Bl 
80 
82 
84 
84 
83 
79 
77 
BO 
78 
B3 
85 
Bl 
82 
87 
75 
100 
:uo 
200 
230 
230 
220 
78 
19 
87 
'10. 
es 
fl3 
89 
a2 
B7 
f:JI 
82 
.'f: 
BJ 
84 
82 
MO 
22 
24 
19 
11~ 
21 
21 
23 
2<\ 
22 
22 
21 
21 
21 
21 
22 
23 
22 
22 
22 
21 
21 
22 
23 
22 
22 
17 
20 
28 
57 
22 
57 
6B 
6() 
23 
2::. 
20 
30 
21 
24 
30 
24 
21. 
26 
26 
~.\ 
25 
~!C 
32 
26 
21 
140 
141) 
150 
l~JO 
160 
160 
170 
1:'0 
160 
160 
170 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160 
160. 
170 
160 
160 
170 
160 •. 
170 
170 
160 
160 
287 
we 
260 
440 
440 
460 
<\O 
:mo 
210 
210 
lBO 
liO 
160 
160 
::!OO 
J.f.:() 
160 
HHl 
190 
2(~() 
160 
1 ~)0 
160 
HO 
150 
160 
150 
180 
CL SCl4 llJ.:IJJ 
11 200 490 
11 210 ·1';1\) 
18 190 498 
20 180 :il 3 
24 190 536 
26 11/0 5;!4 
26 180 546 
3'1 180 f)i() 
22 180 515 
23 180 503 
25 . 180 510 
JO l 'i'O 519 
23 180 520 
- 24 ·-- HI:>- --:11.J ·· 
23 190 518 . 
25 190 525 
24 190 519 
20 210 531° 
23 200 516 
23 190 519 
24 190 531 
24 200 527 
22 190 512 
2-4 200 :l'.'2. 
17 200 511 
14 230 511 
120 239 618 
120 234 5fl!.i 
122 302 550 
53 1000 731 
56 1000 580 
53 llOO 702 
67 1000 730 
68 1000 630 
61 23 537 
SAS 
!DH 
0.0160869 
().0161848 
0.0159201 
(). 01110638 
0.0166606 
(), 01643'16 
0.0169327 
O.Ol.61737 
0.0163208 
O.Ol.60187 
0,0162930 
0.0165701 
0,0162397 
000161313 
0,0164831 
0,0165942 
0.0166457 
o. 0171376. 
0.0164086 
0.0162970 
0.0166204 
0.0165027 
0. 016°6607 . 
0.0170264 
0.0164503 
0.0169196 
0.0207803 
0.0202970 
0.0212420 
0.0352775 
0.0326550 
0.0375277 
0.0354646 
0.0341El31 
0.01877613 
66 
44 
:,3 
35 
42 
62 
~4 
32 
~) l 
57 
6 .. 
230 
210 
210 
190 
200 
220 
2]() 
19() 
:~20 
210 
220 
220 
:110 
180 
;mo 
240 
:mo 
212 
~!::.·o 
536 0.0189977 
420 
.rn 
31 
3U 
45 
'1!l 
39 
!>It 
517 0.0175635 
523 0.0183054 
512 0.0166214 
511 D.016988~ 
555 0.0190994 
:1 1l 1'1 0.0Jf:012~ 
499 0.0166B21 
5JH··r 0.()J/9/55 
523 0.018'.!038 
:'.>~O 0.0184698 
504 0.0173384 
iY7 D.0165744 
490 0,0163999 
~()6 0.1)1/0103 
522 0.0190044 
461': O.lll6~lf.lG1 
501 0.0173244 
~J~ 0.018"254 
TllS 
986.1 
'188.8 
991.9 
100'1. 4 
1049.5 
1042.0 
1066.6 
1042.1 
1014.5 
1002.7 
1024.4 
1059.7 
1016.1 
1010.a 
1030.9 
1042.0 
1038.9 
11)7~'.1 
1035.0 
102!1.7 
1049,5 
1039.2 
1034.7 
1059.9 
1025.6 
1052 .. 0 
1404.7 
1358. 0 
1395.2 
2520.8 
2338.5 
272tl.4 
2538.7 
2409.1 
1156.3 
lJO!l.5 
1088.3 
111·2.fJ 
10:16.6 
to~ ... ;1 • 1 
1189,4 
10fl0. 1i' 
102:-s.2 
11.13 ... 
1125.8 
1.14:>. / 
1070.6 
1 t>:~t.. :~ 
1003.2 
1O.'S'l.6 
1132. 5 
,1 ~L! .1 • .-~ 
1053.5 
JU0,4 
Atllill 
-1. 31369 
.. t. 3tn:; 
-1.4376 
--1. 112~i 1} 
-1. 4414 
·-1. 448f.: 
-1. 4742 
··1. 474'1 
-1. 4533 
-1.49;·~2 
-1. <\817 
··1. ·i!>5:1 
-1. "813 
··l .-~704 
-1. 4576 
-1.4364 
-1.4358 
-1.4195 
-1.4425 
-1. 4732 
-1.<\652 
-1.4496 
-1.4559 
·-1. 4090 
-1.4345 
-1.3£166 
-1.0323 
-1. 0940 
-0,9016 
-0.3327 
-0.3298 
-o. 27"J1 1 
-0.2897 
-0.3146 
-1.4014 
-1 • 3•1/fl 
-1.40 7 
-1.3'}14 
-1. 4402 
· t. L!'>'~> 
-1.3853 
t.Hm· 
-1. 4256 
-1. ~1n 
·-1. 4279 
-I. 4::!,H 
-1. 110:.~6 
· i. V.L'4 
-1.4737 
l •. 3.9 1/f) 
-1. :1721 
-t.-\1!J2 
-t.:m19 
- I , .'lfl66 
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1\RAB 
0.35709 
o. :;,:;•Jj •.) 
O.S0937 
o . . ~;1 ~24 
0.44756 
o. i3;!Ell 
0.35094 
'). 43:!!:'1 
0.45418 
0.41829 
(). ~::!~,~!.) 
0.21109 
0 .. 5153() 
0.21192 
o. 4:;406 
0.25305 
().81553 
0.70349 
0.10331 
0.61633 
0.21050 
0.40763 
o. 369.'I;! 
0.21433 
0.2'i'3l6 
0.67050 
0. ;:tl~CJ~i 
0.46047 
o. 6'14/1 
0.59197 
l).C.4550 
1.04248 
o. 642/.0 
0.13\44 
(). t .~fl06 
0,424:H 
O. :16:;:H 
o. 42885 
o. ;1~!::~:-s-'1 
0.26995 
\).:;I /f)f: 
0.74123 
o. (.,'141'2 
0. 6167:1 
O.'.!(l!Hl 
0.79344 
.-~. nnt..t.~ 
0.40324 
o. e4;·~)fl 
0.62694 
o. 6 112!.l1:1 
o. 2:1376 
0. 22/.!jO 
Cl\LC 
0.61f.157 
0. 600~.JB 
o. 77501 
0.71204 
0. 'i''i'~t 3 
o. 61506 
o. /,~·3£/ 
o. 7160/ 
0.6~r412 
0.69018 
o. /0;·')':1 
o. 4777.l 
(). ~j;''/::~4 
0.47776 
O.i'163B 
0.515313 
1. r.>7(ll\/ 
0.97081 
\),3(.1/'?.~ 
0.80027 
o. 4/4.44 
0.673<\7 
0.63031 
0.47821 
o. 5~i900 
0.93853 
o. :'.>6401 
0.72850 
0. 1l!'J 1J 11l 
0.85430 
O. «,tO'l6::! 
1. 304S1 
o. •l0905 
0.39'24J 
o •. WflHI 
0.613994 
0.6:·!6-tl 
0.69333 
o.(h'.1'166 
o. 5:1407 
i .oo.n2 
o. ')~J~·1'i 1/ 
O.B79b6 
(). 4/0 .. 4 
1.05704 
1. 06fJ'i'B 
0.1>6718 
1.106:>:• 
O.ll90JB 
0. 1l~l6!>::~ 
0.49961 
(), ~·l.3:14 
lllJUI 
0.9208 
0.4.'.·~~>J 
1.1627 
0. fJ'..1 () 
1. O,_JS4 
t.6806 
0.9424 
1.1~J10 
1.1330 
1. •)36;! 
1.0732 
1. )/!)f, 
o. 6:!00 
O.C•i8) 
o. 6454 
1. 13H 
0.74\81 
l. B~J6b 
1.6609 
o. ·•f>ll 
1.4519 
•.). 6:>0:i 
-2.2430 
•.). '/f:l 'l 
0.6619 
0,8100 
1.4345 
1). 8223 
1.1"7613 
1. MOO 
1. 0675 
t. 52~~ 
2.3933 
.I. 6108 
O.S440 
o. ~)!:1:;-0 
1. OO~il 
l. O~i?;.:-
1.0482 
1. /~SO!l 
0.7700 
l. ·10'14' 
1.'7;115 
t. 69fJC. 
1.5.191 
1.BH6J 
t ,Ci''.'4 
1. 0096 
1. '! /0.1 
t. :Hae 
l.644fJ 
o. 7174 
0.7:!12 
l)Yf' 
-1.t623 
-1. Hl/B 
·-1.1'/0;~ 
-1.1976 
·1.:~1/-'l 
-1. 232~ 
··1 •• ~~Ji.3 
-1. ~:!2~il 
·· 1 • ~-,~,~S~J 
-1.25<\1 
.. j • :~:·.'C'Jt) 
-1.230'• 
·-l •. ~.17/ 
-1.206fl 
.. 1. ~~O!>S 
·-1. 2052 
--1. t /(:fl 
-1.n rn 
-1.2:-s2~ 
-1. 2245 
-1,::!0IW 
-1. 2051 
·· 1, I fl/4 
-1.1938 
-· 1. 13~il:1 
-0.7714 
-0,f;'331 
-0.6401 
··0,0IH:.i 
·-0.09'16 
-(). 0381 
-0.0611 
-0.0633 
-1.1BOB 
·· 1. 1.''/'.°! 
-1.15Jt: 
-1 • 1 !..1!\B 
-1.\96% 
·.I. J','CH 
-1. I·\.\,\ 
. 1. l'l~Jj: 
·-1.1'11'10 
. 1.1176 
-1. 19;53 
·· 1. 1S'4:'.> 
-1.16:S•/ 
I. lllfl 
-1.2:130 
- 1.1:,1n 
-1.0314 
1. 1 i :\~.) 
-1.1311 
-1. 13ff/ 
00 
0 
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tlllS WH.L fll\I E CA HG ti.~ CL 5(14 UCCl3 l(ltl fl.IS Mll1ll ARAB cr.u; ll[IL(I GYF' 
55 :~CI•C 09/12/04 85 25,0 190.0 64 220 524 0.0105496 1143.5 -1.3904 0.32000 1 0,'?26J4 -1. 157/ 
~J6 3CftC 0'1/:rn/fM 87 26.0 1'11J.0 ~)9 220 523 0.0184821 1130. 4 --t. 3S'81 o.~'1407 1 2.1o:•ci j • 1 ~:1 -1 
~;J 3CBC 09/27104 06 26.0 190.0 59 220 521 0.0185514 1133.3 -1.4022 0."'1390 1 1.10306 -1. 1~14 
~-:,a 3CllC 10/03/84 95 2e.o 150.0 40 :uo 500 0.0175039 1053.8 -1. 37?.J o. :!5067 l I,). /h.c1l.1:-· 
- J. L'l 3 
59 3CDC 10/11/04 92 27.0 160.0 43 220 497 0.0177076 ·1070.0 -1 .• 3675 0.23103 0 0.7239/ -1. 11.6/ 
(;O .~.CllC 10/24/84 89 27.0 160.0 43 200 504 0.01743t6 1058.1 -·1.4150 0.13005 () o.~J~J::- - 1. 16'12 
61 3CDC 11/08/04 89 26.0 160.0 44 210 50~ 0.0174791 1070.2 -1. 3831 0.45463 l 1.10000 -1. 15:?5 
6" .~CJIC 11/20/84 90 26. 0 130.0 31 170 48B 0.01611:H '1'73. 0 ·-J.. -\501 0.264El3 l 0. (\~'.640 - t. ~·~1</~ 
6:! 3CDC 01/09/85 97 29.0 150.0 41 230 511 0.0181299 1093.9 -1.3257 0.17857 0 0.63W9 -1.08::>0 
64 3Cl<C 02/1218::> 140 42.0 l:>O.O 75 290 554 0.0223394 1wi' .e ·-t.120 0.355~2 1 0. 1>UJ:>J:O .. 0. f,l;·J~) 
65 3CDC 03/06/85 140 41.0 170.0 66 330 561 0.0232263 1344.3 -1.0866 0.33462 1 0.93875 -0.8460 
1~6 3CJIC 04/Hl/8'.) 100 30.0 160.0 53 220 534 0.018732fJ 1U6.8 · 1.'33~15 o. 4or,o;' 1 1. 0£)9;!~ ·· 1. 0 1//[: 
67 3CDC 05/15/85 89 27.0 170.0 47 190 515 0.0175368 1071.9 -1.4442 0.82019 1 1. 91700 --t.1•nJ l_:u 3CllC 07/0218:'1 82 25.0 iao.o 54 230 506 0.01808(:1) 1l 08.1 -1. 3997 o. 47£)6/ 1 1.:~37l:~ - 1. t ~::: 11 
69 :3CBC 07/29/85 92 28.0 150.0 41 200 505 0.01732713 1050.7 -1.4055 0.63457 1 1. 54718 -1. 1546 
/0 3CRC 08/27/8'5 92 29.0 150.0 40 220 497 o. 01765;•0 1062.4 -1. 36B:> 0,32994 1 o.ci'5:i08 .. 1. 11 /I 
71 3C:DC3 12/19/68 106 24.0 17.9 51 220 544 0.0179691 1214.4 -0.9578 0.43359 1 1.02:;30 -0.6969 ,., JCllC3 12120/68 lt2 - 21.0. 179.0 56 213 548 0,01736:!1 1164. 5 --0.9409 o. 5440'1 1 1.1636/ ... (). l,/9•1 
7;~ 3CDC:3 07/17/69 107 25.0 173.0 64 209 537 0.0173710 1150. 1 -0,'1670 0.53719 1 1,24505 -0.7060 
14 3CUC3 10/20/69 146 t. 9 173.0 75 209 543 0.017li8J'I 1184.J -0.8373 0.::17425 1 0.4M2B - 0. !>~'(,3 
75 3CllC3 10/21/69 60 24.0 181.0 74 218 384 0.0148777 976.8 
-t. l678 ' 0.34076 1 1.00912 -0.9067 
76 3CllC3 10/22/69 68 23,0 Hl2.0 75 224 399 0.0152944 1006.1 -1.1106 0,40671 1 1.14827 - o. E•'l'/6 
77 :lCDC3 10/23/69 116 26.0 173.0 70 226 542 0.0101820 1197.4 -,o. 9154 0.66165 1 1.47659 -0.6544 
h:t 3Clli;3 12119/69 106 24.0 179.0 51 220 5H 0.0191273 1159.8 -t. 3610 0,'\3836 1 o. <;'96-11 -·1. O~iF:'I 
79 3C:DC:3 12/19/69 109 22.0 179.0 53 222 546 0,0192075 1166.2 -1.3538 0.43409 1 0.93199 -1. 040/ 
80 3CllCJ 12120169 112 21.0 179.0 56 213 54EI 0.0191796 11.63.9 -1. 35'11 0.44944 1 •.), '/:1014 . l . 04~.l'l 
81 3CDC3 12/20/69 112 20.0 179.0 59 216 546 0.0191836 1167 .1 -1.3530 0.44734 1 0.90502 -1.-03'1El t-. .. , ~~·. 3CCA 06/08175 98 28.0 160.0 5J 230 507 o. 0104130 11'J·\. 9 ~i. 3055 0.31592 1 0. ClQ;!/C - 1. ()'/09 
83 3CCA 06/09/75 100 32.0 170.0 60 250 521 0.0194078 1161.8 I -1.2757 0.22907 0 0.77662 -1. 0610 
fl4 JCCA O'i'/27/78 12 27.0 190, 0 47 3:~0 552 0.0215001 12EJ7.6 -1.14B1 0,55037 1 1. 2~>160 -·0, e:/B~ 
85 3CCA 08/03179 120 32,0 190.0 53 330 560 0,0221252 1321.0 -1.1314 0.37072 1 0.99006 --0. B96EJ 
H6 JCCA 05/01/80 140 36,0 210.0 55 410 588 0.0~50068 1477.2 -1.0159 0,3n164 1 0,E:i'108 ·~L >17'.5 
07 3CCA 08/12/80 120 36.0 200.0 56 350 568 0.0228880 1367;4 
-1.1186 0.86807 1 2.02446 -O.EU3Bt 
f:fl 3CCA 081:!1/81 120 34.0 21. 0 54 350 589 0.0232701 13?7.J -1.1240 o. -47e:1 1  1 1. 21390 - 0. f,:f~:·-1 
99 3CCA 12/28/81 130 40.0 210.0 69 370 554 0.0241448 1409,3 -1.0684 0.70271 1 1. 70812 -0.844'/ 
C>'O ;sccA 05/2//f)2 170 4i'.O 240.0 ~)~ 560 581. 0.029WOI 1687.9 --0.8475 0.9761.3 I :.!.::!1 L~O . ~). l~ :·10 J 
91 3CCI\ 08/26/132 120 34.0 190.0 49 350 550 0.0224621 1330.7 
-1.1154 O.J5855 1362232 ·0.'173'?2 
-o. fl7~'f' 
c11~! :1ccA 11/16/82 1:rn 34.0 200.0 ~1 340 549 0. 0::!2-49:•1 1333. 7 -1.12!i7 O. tj!)9'i'B 1 1.M:I012 <). e;· 11 
9;5 3CCA 02/17/83 120 34.0 200.0 51 350 545 0,0225337 1JJ9.2 -1. 1126 0.85687 2 1.97902 -O.B8~)t 
'l4 JCCA O~J/:~·~/S~~ 130 37.0 2()(),() 5~! 390 5~19 o.ona;•1a J 40~J •• ~ - 1. 0496 o. 7'i';!;!E: 1 l. 8~'116~) . \). t<' 1 () 
9~) 3CCA 08/10/B:! 130 37.0 190.0 52 300 550 0.0234839 1386.1 -1. 0573 0.69617 1 1.65/62 -o. f);,1/1 / 
C/(j 3CCA 1 l /;~:S/83 130 37.0 200.0 ~j6 3f.l:l 556 o. 0~:1660.:· t:~·}6. :1 j .IJ(,C;'!J •). ~··6~·.~j~'.! 1 A:!.1 1/::~4;~ · \~. :.L·~r: / 
•n :JCCA 02128/04 180 50.0 230.0 57 600 567 0,0J0125B 17:?4.4 --o. 8150 1.05810 1 2. 371B:! .. O.S/4'1 
1lB ;,cc A ()4/12/84 180 48,0 ~!30. 0 ~~ 560 603 0. o;!c/71/:_j I'/ l 0 ,,) 0,f;~~2 o.7oa10 1 I .• 1,:_,134 •) , ~1'1 :~t.i 
'19 :JCCA 05122104 150 40.0 210.0 57 420 507 0.0257550 1503.t --0.9853 0.55490 1 1.34149 -O.J441 
100 3l:CA •JS/16/fH 130 36,0 1'i10. 0 ~.)=-- JbO 5i15 o. o;!:s2;1 ~~:~ 1:s:1 1.8 -1 .. \)~)18 o. :~en:o t 1. 006!:i9 -0.0370 
l.01 :lCCA 09/12/84 1JO J6.0 190.0 53 350 564 0.02309:39 1359.4 -1. 0904 0.39995 1 t.04606 -O.B4'll 
l O:> :ii;1;A 09/20/84 130 u .. o :!OO. 0 ~) J ;160 565 o. 1.>2~s~;!?? 1:~;1B.6 - I . Of:Jt. (). ,g;1~);'0 1 j • ~"!3£!09 ,, . f.:it:10 
103 3•~CA 09/27104 130 36.0 190.0 51 350 562 0.0230342 1352.1 -1. 0'?82 0.57924 1 1. 3996'1 ' -0. H414 
JO'. ' ._;;A 10/03/84 140 3'i'. 0 :~.1 0. () ~,4 400 !);13 0. 0~!4'i':1 .t -i t ': ·'l'I. ~) t. 031 l \), 40/:''. 1 l .c)60U · •>. /BO."S 
1.05 3CCA 10/11/04 160 43.0 210.0 54 500 500 0. 02'J44E:~; l~j09. 2 -0.9122 o. 4~.J165 1 1.1:!496 
-0.66l::'i 
106 3Ct;A M/24184 1BO 4/. () 2:rn. o ~~ ~)40 607 o. o;!'l~i: .. t, ~ 1_{.,f'//. ''/ -O.l:J'.iH o. 405;•1, l L o:so!f, . \), 6007 
I.OJ 3CCA 11120/04 180 40.0 240.0 56 500 613 0.03040El8 1759.9 --0.0160 0.52952 l .. 2c,·u71 fJ 
-o. 58611 
l.08 3CCA 01 /0 1/ /f..l~ 1BO 49.0 ;!40. () ~) ;1 600 621 0. 030fl I~,:; li'H'.., 4 --O.fll:s3 O. ~'t~)U'I t. :u·,/:~4 - 0. ~J ;::~1:: 
CXl 
..... 
SAS 10159 TlllJR51•AY, ,llJL Y 311 1'JB6 J 
OllS llEU. llAlE Cl\ 110 HA Cl. Sfl4 llCCIJ IClll 1115 1\NIHI Af<AIJ CALC llOl .. £1 UYP 
109 3CCA 02/12/85 180 50 230 57 590 607 0,0303513 1752.2 -0.8119 0.71948 0.9lHB1 1.69762 -o. 5Bt5 
110 JCCA 03/06/ffo 1 i'O 48 240 57 ~so 614 o. 0:09/0/7 1/16.5 -o. 861~! 0, J•J837 o. 6ti::i;·~1 1. O~~iBl ··O. 6:·106 
111 3CCA 03/21185 170 45 220 56 520 621 0.0286936 1667.5 -0,8838 0.68'157 0.95~:i41 1. 60483 -o. l.:S.lt 
tn 3CCI\ 0"/18/8:.i 150 .i\O 210 !fl 440 :.;ea o. 026078l 15i.;1 .:! -0.'7696 0.3546::' 0.61f.l'.>6 O.'i4110 : O. l:'E:) 
113 3CCA 05/15/85 140 40 200 55 400 566 0.0246855 1438.0 -.t. 0:110 0.59932 0,86516 1.45484 ·-0. 7802 
1H 3CCI\ 06/26/95 140 33 ;!OO 5;! JflJ 565 0, 02J~IO::'l• 1406, l ··1. 0213 0.65011 ().9110'1 1. 48fl:S3 - 0, f)OO/ 
115 3CCA 07129/85 140 38 200 51 370 572. 0.0240884 1407.5 -1.0583 0.80463 0.07047 1.84292 ·-o.uon> 
11. 6 3CCA 09/27/85 130 40 200 52 400 568 . 0.02HlJO 1426.8 - 1. 0~>76 ·O. 56985 0. BJ!ibV 1.4WH o. f~(){.,fJ 
117 3CCD 09/11/68 111 30 202 10 409 503 0.0260129 1541. 6 -1.0979 0.49097 0.77434 1.10493 -0.7B48 
llB JCCD 09/07174 89 19 220 '16 200 570 0.0194578 1220.e ··1,4016 0.23014 0.4'i'016 (). 60!>:!-4 - I., 1 '100 
119 3CCD 09/08/74 90 23 210 78 200 560 0,0192534 1191.0 -1.4152 0.29133 0.55443 0.79199 -1.1796 
uo JCCD 08/03/79 220 61 340 71 El:.iO 693 O. 0393:'.IO'J 22/'9.0 --0.6519 o. 70216 0.96510 1. 663f.W ··(). 4 L'6 
121 JCCD 05/01/80 210 45 310 BJ 690 671 0.0352218 2046.7 -0.7273 0.68489 0.94936 1. 51034 -0.'IBJB 
12~ 3CCll 08/12/90 220 63 350 61 910 664 0,0401346 2311. 1 -0.6207 0.6fl136 o. 94Jt.e 1. 6:s•n9 - 0. ~S'h::4: 
123 3CCD 80/21/8J 230. 55 450 55 1000 766 0.0444311' 2602.7 -0,6019 0,52924 0.79335 1.25202 -o. ;J606 
124 3CCll 12129/81 :210 62 440 68 1000 720 0.0436579 2543.3 ···0.6~56 0.78487 1.046~~2 1. 86424 .. o. 40:!4 
125 3CCD 05/27/82 220 61 340 70 890 697 0.0397601 2316.0 -0.6368 1.09358 1.35547 2.45226 -o. 40'15 
126 3CCIJ 08/26182 210 61 320 71 840 684 0,038~391. 2234.B ··O, 6736· 0.67:7.26 o.935e~ 1. 61-6H/ -o. 4~~)~ 
127 3CCD 09/27/62 190 52 280 74 670 633 0.0335967 1934.5 -o. 7744 0.71355 0,97899 1.67158 -o. :;:~::ill 
12e 3CCll 11/16/82 200 59 390 49 960 710 0.0412424 2412.JI ··0,65:'.14 0.75076 1. 01.369 1. 7~'015 . o. 4211 
129 3CCD 02/17/63 190 57 390 49 950 696 0.0405317 2397.1 -0,6731 0.62343 1.08560 1.94556 -o. 443'1 
130 3Ctll 05126/{l) 220 62 3El0 50 9•10 713 0.0421369 24~6.5 -o. 6110 0.8BEl82 1.15lH '2.04/'i'~ ··O, :si'fl/ 
131 3CCD 08/18/83 210 62 350 62 920 702 0.0404049 2350,1 -0.6598 0.94557 1.11162 1. 97162 -0.4002 
132 3Ctll 02/17/8:S 190 57 390 49 950 696 0.0405371 2372.7 ··0.6738 0,82537 1. 0076\1 1.'>'48 1/J\ -0, H:l'.i 
133 3CCD 05/26/83 220 62 390 50 990 713 0.0421446 2454.9 -0,6095 0.89195 1.15428 2.05514 -o. 37'72 
134 3CCll 08118/83 210 62 3:'.10 62 920 702 0.0404126 2348.5 -0.6i:i£19 O.EJ4l30 1.113H 1. 'J/552 -o. 4084 
135 3CCD 11/23/93 210 60 370 52 950 704 0.0410016 2387.7 -0.6433 0.95860 1.12254 1. 90917 -0.4030 
136 3CCll 02/W/94 240 64 320 66 890 706 0.0401033 23::!9.0 --o. 6153 1.21135 1. 4ni:!9 --0. 0:!;361 ~·O. s:1 4'/ 
137 3CCD 0-4112104 230 62 310 67 820 704 0,0387086 2232.6 -0.6495 0.82205 1.08599 1.88804 -0. 40'11 
138 3CCJI 05/22/84 260 67 350 50 1000 705 0.0431196 241'6.5 ·-0. 5506 o. 74921 1. 0131" 1. 1::•!"12!; -o. :11 o:• 
139 JCCD 05/22/84 260 67 350 50 1000 725 0.0432799 2496.5 -0,5515 0.76053 1.02447 1. 74779 -o. 311 t 
140 3CCll 08/16/94 230 60 330 63 fJ90 721. 0,0401092 22136.1 -o. 6:!47 0.52673 0.7\1067 1, 2Et:l7:S -0 .. ~fM4 
141 3CCD 08'/31/84 250 68 360 48 1000 716 0.0432297 2484.9 -0.5733 0,72322 0.90906 1.69199 ·-0. :~:~2f) 
142 JC:Cli 09/20/84 240 63 370 48 '190 720 0.0-427!i20 24/1. 8 -O.~B.22 0, 52E124 o. t•l:~u:: 1 • ~S'0'/C) - 0 •. ~41 Ii' 
143 3CCD 09/27194 250 65 370 47 1000 ,720 0.0433402 2490.9 -0.5722 0,52900 0.794134 1.28362 -O.:Ql 1 
144 3CCD 10/03/84 2'10 63 :s3o 60 900 71/ 0.0407112 2348.~ -0.6154 0.81960 I. Ofl';44 1. 86}•?6 -1),:iM'I 
145 3CCD 10/11/84 240 63 330 61 890 ·711 0,0405956 2334.3 -0.6172 o.s2:rn1 0.70965 1.27562 -0. :Jbl,J 
146 31:Cll 10/24/84 210 sa 310 51 Et.20 678 0. 037~i0'1!> ;!16{,, 7 ·-0, 6£133 0.46016 o. 1;•600 1.169/4 {) ... 1~~::•1 
147 3CCD. 11/08/84 230 65 360 50 930 702 0,0413271 2378.6 -0,6153 0.50867 0.77261 1. ;?0308 ·-0. 314'1 
148 3CC!I 11./20/84 100 49 2S10 44 690 6~l o. 033~!'J;u·. 1'141.8 -o. 76\li' 0.'5309~ 0. :,,,.. :~=~ i' I. 3130~, -· 0. ~.)~ 1/4 
149" 3CCD 01/09/85 220 62 3'10 45 910 6aa--· 0-.0311'1475 2:104·, 0 . ~o.6335 0.48572 0.74966 1.2J5B4 -o. 3'1:12 
1~0 31;1;(1 02/L!/fJ!> 230 6~) .3:!0 ~Jf.l •no i'07 o.O•\O:in:s ;!341. 0 --o. 609/ o. 6;•n:1 o. fJ9006 1. ~J2~9'1 --1) • ."!.'/tit\ 
151 3CCD 03/06/BS 230 63 330 59 380 714 0.0334781 1816.5 -0.9169 0.70423 0,96017 1. 640'18 -o. 6/6'1 
t ~::-! 3CCll 03/21/f1~ 2~0 63 :~ :S() 59 f)E1() ? J ;' 0.0404336 ~·~:\~~J.:C! -o. 6:!17 O./;!~J1 O. c,.•J09~ 1.6781:> . o. :;/1 .1 
153 3CCD 04/18/95 250 65 360 46 990 723 0,0429209 2471. 0 -0.5675 0.54772 o. 01166 1.J2560 -0.32/l 
1~4 "\CCII O~/J~/0~ 2!)0 6f: :160 46 1000 723 o.04;~n:;1 :!4f.l'i'. I ·~o. ~;,/-40 o. s24;1 0 t. 090~.14 1. fJ!j'~J 6 -•.). :s ~· .-:i.~j 
155 ,ccn 07/0?./85 230 61 330 53 930 625 0.0398348 2263. ~) -0.6082 0.7560B 1.02002 1. 75:105 ·-o.:v.1r: 
t~:d. 31.:t:U Oi' .'0.~/8~ 230 6:~ :~ :1 () 4/ '160 11 :;• (). 041 1/186 :,·1~~~L 6 ·0.6l!12 O.BB!t!.)0 1. l!;l:l4 =~.01 1//'.t\ .. () •. l/.4 / 
157 3CCD 08/28/85 230 60 350 47 940 707 0.0410350 2373.0 -0.6161 0.59419 0.86003 1.414'17 ·-o. :v.!56 
158 311CC 0:!12!./'l!.) n :-!:l I. l() 16 ··.·10 !.H~! 0.0163940 10.11. I --1. 444;• 0. -4 11 l'l 11 (). /!jf.;<)1. t • ~:!~·r:~·-':,• - I. ::>J;!I, 
159 3BCC 20/26175 71 22 170 16 210 509 0.0163444 1017.2 -1. 4475 0.39416 0.65409 1. ()9.~7fl -1. 2:JMI 
160 311CC 09/27178 7:! t!> l 1lO 26 11j1Q 524 o. OJ 63~S:I lO~:L 0 ··! -~·050 0, :l60JO 0.6;")~j/~ (~.E:·:s414 .. 1 • ::!!.t..~· 
161 3BCC 08/03179 72 19 190 30 190 542 0.0168243 1000.2 -1. 5024 0. 292:-!S 0. 5!'$~i51 0.00717 ·-1. :!1',5H 
16:~ 31'CC 0~/01/80 71 20 l C/O ::!(j' l'i'O 5~i:-~ o. 016fl'll ~. 1 o:·&.1., - 1. 511:! O.H641 (). /410fl 1 • 1 '1'1 1/0 ··t. ;ti';·~ 
00 
N 
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PROGRAM STATEMENTS FOR SAS STATISTICAL PROGRAM 
1. DATA GW; 
2. INFILE SASDAT; 
3. INPUT WELL$ 1-6 DATE$ 8-17 CA MG NA CL S04 HC03 ION TDS; 
4. PROC PRINT; 
5. PROC MEANS; 
6. VAR CA MG NA CL S04 HC03 ION; 
7. TITLE 'ALL WELLS BASIC STATS'; 
:J)l:; Wll. ffAIE CA MG Nfl Cl. Sll'I 11C03 
16:5 :rncc 03/12/80 69 21 190 30 190 546 
11'.:.1: :·ncu; of.inua1 /3 17 230 55 180 6H 
16:-'i :·5occ oe;;27102 77 20 190 30 100 538 . 
l 1ib .~}ICC Ut:/:~c!,/~::O! 6'1 20 1'10 34 190 ~.41 
167 :mcc 02/1718:5 65 20 230 57 170 5B2 
:I ~~·d :~1a;c 0:',;:16/83 (~~! 21 l.90 44 1'70 :;31 
169 :rncc 11120/84 74 21 200 29 210 533 
~ ~.~.J 
.SHCC Ol..'O'i'/85 ;'6 22 1.'10 33 210 :;:~4 
111 31JCC 02/12/B5 77 ;!3 •190 29 220 533 
I: :!~HLC ~>:~/i)6/8'.) l6 n 180 :~ l 220 :.i:m 
17:5 :rncc O:V21/B5 78 22 190 31 220 541 
t / •\ ~.flCC 04118/8'.J i'l:l 22 :.!OO "11 :.H.o t.6f.l 
l. 7~) :rncc O~j/15/05 74 21 220 49 190 581 
I;-,; :~1:1:1: ()//'):.:!/8:, /1 2l 200 !.) l 180 !)(,fl 
17/ :rncc 0'3/27/135 73 21 190 31 190 534 
SAS 
HIN l"llS flNHD Al'<flG 
0.0168057 1085.0 -1.5238 0.76784 
0.01£3810 1206.:~ ;-1.5368 O •. U-HS' 
0.0168496 1067.4 -1. 4935 0.52897 
0.0168494 1()85.3 ·-l.. ~)~!!°)1 0.56169 
0.0178634 1160. 4 -1.5959 0.48354 
0.017:H02 I l.l.6. 0 --1. 5328 0.7~08'\ 
0.0177282 1106.2 -1. 5727 -0.06218 
o. ()ll"l046 UOl .O -1. 56:!4 0.04926 
0.0178815 1107.8 -1. 5436 0.44347 
O.Ol.Y7::>6fJ 1 M:L B -1.5440 --o. 048El4 
0.0179763 1116.0 -1. 5360 0,06256 
0. 0 Hl3•J•;i:s 1t "IS. fJ -1. ~~)85 O. OfJ308 
0.0184321 1170.1 -1. 6245 0.56262 
0.0176:.i:-17 112:-S.!J -1. 6571 o. t.:si':.1F.: 
0.0171454 1073.8 -1.6042 -0.04020 
10159 HllJRSl:IA Y' JULY 
Cfll.C OCIL I.I 
1. 0:5016 1.B264~ 
0.:,9061. o.i:n:u~i 
0.79086 1. 27·~;54 
0. B~~!J:!9 1. :38f..'i0 
0.74557 1.2610/ 
1. 01 2£17 1.8001 l 
0.25556 0,04;535 
0, 3l1i'OO 0. 2i'4'1'J 
0.76120 l,0"/BB2 
(). :!6889 o.on.:~1 
O. 3tlO:SO 0.290B7 
(). 'i 0 ()fJ2 o. :~:rn1,~; 
0.80035 1.29240 
()I '/!j~'i02 1. 4~1\}(:j 
0.27159 o. o•n9::; 
:H, 11IG6 
f)(f' 
~· 1. ~:~·l~~2 
. 1 . :.~~·~_,;.~ 
·~ 1 . ~~~tSs•;' 
1. ;'i:::'.A 
··-1 • ;5,s 7!1 
·1..$0-~~~ 
·-·t. rn:s~ 
t.1;-:~1 
-l.. l~'·'d 
-1.. 1~J11!3 
-1.. Vt.',/ 
.. 1 • 11~<1::• 
·-1.. 2~~52 
~. 1 I ~-~,j /f.{ 
-·1.2261 
00 
IJ1 
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86 
87 
SAS STATEMENTS FOR THE FACTOR ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
1. DATA GW; 
2. INFILE SASDAT; 
3. INPUT WELL$ 1-6 DATE$ 8-17 CA MG NA CL S04 HC03 
4. ION TDS ANHD ARAG CALC DOLO GYP; 
5. PROC PRINT; 
6. PROC FACTOR SCREE MINEIGEN=.9 SCORE ROTATE= 
7. VARIMAX OUTSTAT=FCOEF CORR EIGENVECTORS PLOT; 
8. VAR CA MG NA CL S04 HC03; 
9. PROC SCORE DATA=GW SCORE=FCOEF TYPE=SCORE 
10. OUT=FSCORE; 
11. PROC PRINT DATA=FSCORE; 
12. TITLE 'ALL WELLS FACTOR ANALYSIS WITH MINEIGEN=.9 1 ; 
APPENDIX F 
SAMPLE WATEQF PRINOUT 
88 
3CCO 9-8- 74 
9QOOOE+O~ 
220COE+02 
.21000E+02 
59000E+01 
. BOOOE+02 
20000E+03 
.56000E+Q3 
19000E+02 
.16000E+01 
OOQOOE+QO 
OOOQOE+OQ 
40QOOE+QO 
ONC 35 .25000E+OI 37 .35DOOE+OQIQI .28DDOE+QQ Q .OOOOOE+OO Q .QQOOOE+OO 
INITIAL SOLUTION 
~EMPERAT~RE: ZZ.50 DEGREES C ?H = , 7.500ANALYTICAL EPMCAT 15.755AMALYTICAL EPMAN = 15.622 
11111 OXIDATION - REDUCTION lltii 
J!SSOlvED OXYGEN: 1.000 MG/L 
~~ MEASU~ED ~ITH CALOMEL : 9.9000 VOLTS 
~EASURED EH OF ZOBEL• SOLUTION: 9.9000 VOLTS 
CORRECTED EH = I 9000 VOLTS 
PE C~MPUTEO FP.OM CCRP.ECTED EH = 100.000 
Ill TOTAL CONCENTRATIONS OF INPUT SPECIES iU 
TOrAL LOG TOTAL TOTAL 
SPEC! ES MOLAL ITY MOLAL ITY 
CA 1248~9E-02 -2. H82 
t46 H 7163E-03 -3.0236 
NA . 914538E-02 -Z0388 
.151067E-03 -3.8208 
Cl -1 22027 ZE-02 -2. 6570 
;01 208448E-n ' 6310 .,
~CJ~ . I 918257E-J~ -2.0367 
... r'\ 
:01 315597:-03 -3 4995 
FE msm-u4 -4 5424 
l '.0795E-G4 -4 6761 
N~., 
.; 40267::-04 -4. 3940 
j •OT 324160E-04 -4 4392 
M~ 5;0255E-05 
-5 2g22 
MG/LiTRE 
.900000E+OZ 
.230000E+02 
210000E+Ol 
.590000E+01 
.780000E+02 
.200000E+03 
550000E+03 
. \900JOE+02 
. 160000E+O I 
.400000E+OO 
.250000£+01 
.35~000Et00 
.230000E+OO 
89 
90 
llt CON¥ER6ENCE :'.ERATIONS UI 
!TERHION SI -AHAL C03 52-504TOT S3-FTOT S4-PTOT SS-CL TOT 
2. 451828E-Oo 6.5il943E-04 8. 537663E-07 . OOOOOOE+OO 2. 002344£-08 
2.17SI04E-05 l.651413E-OS 8272218E-08 . OOOOOOE+OO U56613E-IO 
-7. 832423E-07 -1.531327E-06 -2. 699380E-09 . OOOOOOE+OO . OOOOOOE+OO 
7 264316E-08 1.098961E-07 2. 783054£-10 . OOOOOOE+OO . OOOOOOE+OO 
-1. 862645E-09 -3 026798E-09 . OOOOOOE+OO . OOOOOOE+OO . OOOOOOE+OO 
llUDESCRIPTION OF SOLUTION Ult 
ANH Yll CAL COMPUTED PH ACTIVITY K20 • . 9996 
EPMCAT 1 S 7S5 14.825 7.500 PC02 • 1.569133£-02 
EPON IS 522 14. 732 LOG PC02 • -1.8043 
TEMPERATURE P02 • . OOOOOOE+OO 
EH • 9.9000 PE • 1J.m 22.50 DEG C PCH4 • . OOOOOOE+OO 
PE CA LC S • I. OOOOOOE+02 C02 TOT • 9. 716906E-03 
PE CALC DOX• 1.307617E+OI I ON IC STRENGTH DENSITY I. 0000 
PE SATO DOX: 2. 7S8810E+OO I. 924697E-02 TDS • 1191.0MG/ L 
IN COMPUT!N6 THE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES, PE • 13.076 EQUIVALENT EK • .767VOLTS 
... -............ -... -- ......... -- -- ........... 
DISTRIBUTION Of SPECIES 
......................................................... 
: SPEC! ES PPM MOLAL I TY LOG MOL ACTIVITY LOG ACT ACT COEFF. LOG A COF 
! CA 7.63267E+01 1.90663£-03 -2. 7197 1. 13108E-03 -2.9465 5. 93237E-O 1 - 2268 
2 ~G 1.97112E+01 8. 11728E-04 -3. 0906 4. 86967E-04 -3.312S 5 99914E-OI - 2219 
3 NA 2. 08077E+02 9.06165E-03 -2.0428 7. 92409E-03 -2. I 011 8. 74464£-0 ! 
-
0583 
4 K 5 86032E+OO I. 50051 E-04 -3.8238 I .30513E-04 -3.8843 8.69791E-01 - 0!06 
64 ~ I 3. 57275£-05 3. S4862E-08 -7.4499 3.16228£-08 -7.SOOO 8.91129E-01 - 050 I 
S CL -1 1. 79993E+OI 2. 20270E-03 -2.6570 I 9 IS89E-03 -2.7175 8.69791£-01 - 0606 
! SC4 
-2 f .!S80!E+02 I. 72809E-03 -2. 7624 I .01590E-03 -2.9932 5. 8787 IE-O I 
-
2307 
: HCOl -1 5. 43661 E+OZ 8. 92057E-03 -2.0496 7 82972E-03 -2. I 063 8 77715E-OI - 05 66 
'1 CC3 -2 I 11080E+OO 1 85325£-05 -4. 7321 I 09989E-05 -4. 9587 5 93HIE-01 22 5~ 
3! ~E03 l 54300E.01 5. 71899£-04 -3 2427 5 .14620E-04 -3. 2406 I 00475£+00 0021 
Z7 OH -1 5 12156E-03 3 01973E-07 -65200 262479£-07 -6. 5809 a mm-01 0609 
e2 F -I l H922E-OI 2 02849E-05 -4.!928 I 76319E-OS -4.7537 S 59!13E-01 
- 0609 
: 9 NGOH 9 4101H-04 2 29953E-OS -7 6384 2 02853E-08 -7 6928 8 8215IE-01 - 05 45 
2 3 NGS04 l.Q 9 5'24•E+OO 7 9H37E-05 -4 0981 8.01330E-05 -4 0962 : 00444E+OO 00 ii 
" MG~C~? 4 :7177E+OO 5 01219£-05 -4. 3000 36844E-05 -4 3597 9 71562E-O 1 05 9 7 
--
!fG2C3 iQ . . 24; 2 : .. o: 4 89750E-O! -5. 3100 
' 
nm-06 -5. 3081 I 00414E+·JO 00 ! 9 , 
... ~GF 2 5271 :E-C2 ! 07299E-07 -6 2166 5 J0676E-07 -6 2'52 8 73829£-01 05 86 
--
., : 1·:H I '4~ 1: E- ~ 4 l 3Z999E-09 -3 O?H 7 33185E-09 -S ! ~18 8 20'7\E-01 J554 
.. 
: ! S·:• !,J ! 0 : 5 7 ~ + c ~ : Z!OHE-H -3 64 ! 9 2 19: llE-04 -1. 6 400 I 00444E+03 JO! 9 
:i<c: "': 3; 4 E • ~ C 9 !593H-O! -4 0 15 I a so 11se-os -4 0705 8 8C:'5E-01 J::4 
:9 SH, 
14 NAS04 
43 ~AHC03 
42 NAC03 
l4 NACL 
H KS04 
95 KCL 
-1 
0 
-1 
0 
63 HS04 -1 
24 K4S I 04AQ 0 
2' H3SI04 -1 
l 0311 E-02 
s !32m+oo 
2 912!7E+OO 
1 31360£-01 
8 82283£-31 
1 37I52E-O1 
1.mm-n 
3.22&50E-04 
3. 02793£+01 
1.13158£-01 
1 36959£-07 
4 7370iE-05 
3 47353£-05 
I. 62074£-06 
151145£-35 
I 01592£-06 
2. 48943£-37 
26 H2SI04 -2 7. 91175£-06 
3. 32993£-09 
3. 15406£-04 
1.19121£-06 
8.4178SE-11 
1.24728£-14 
2. 00830£-14 
2. 12517E-09 
7.07l11E-17 
1. 75125£-23 
1. 98916£-05 
6.mm-06 
2. 33497£-06 
1.33317E-20 
6. 49228£-14 
5. 62636£-16 
U0447E-18 
7. 42343£-22 
1.21572£-15 
3.88251£-06 
U8816E-18 
1. 96322£-09 
2.91173£-18 
1.08299£-06 
1.14125E-07 
3.27187E-IS 
2. 06180£-08 
9.mm-12 
U6813E-15 
3.32029£-10 
3.05132£-18 
3. 17758£-05 
6. 40262£-07 
4. 03675£-05 
8 FE 
9 H 
I 0 HOH 
11 FEOH 1 
12 FE!OHl3 -1 
77 FE!OHl2 1 
7a FE!OHl3 0 
79 FE!OHl4 -1 
80 FEIOHl2 
t5 FES04 . I 
16 FECL 2 
18 f ECL2 
33 FECl3 
34 FES04 
10·1 MN 
102 NN 
IO! MNOH 
107 MN<OHl3 -1 
I 11 MNHC03 
6.95741E-10 
1. 12024£-09 
I. 54680£-04 
5. 14697£-12 
1. 86932£-18 
1 . 75537£+00 
6.89031£-01 
2. 88903£-01 
1 19658£- I 5 
9. 85059£-09 
5.13075£-11 
5.70275E-13 
1. 20269£-16 
1 95080E-10 
2.13051£-01 
9.16424£-14 
1.40885E-04 
3. 08171E-13 
1.25432£-01 
109 MNS04 1.72131£-02 
110 MN<N0312 5.84823£-10 
103 MNCl 86159£-03 
104 MNCL2 1.17641£-06 
105 MNCL3 -1 I. 493?7E-09 
l 08 MNF 
115 HMN02 
3! ~3903 AO 0 
17 ~29Ql -1 
l5 N03 - ! 
2.45210£-05 
2.68037£-13 
1 9!245£+00 
3.88976£-02 
2 50000£+00 
MOL RATIOS FROM ANAllT MOLALITY 
Cl/CA 
Cl IMG 
Cl/NA 
9. 7978£-0 I 
2. 3256£+00 
2. 4086E-O I 
CLIK I 4581£+01 
Cl/ Al 2. 2027£+27 
CLIFE 7 6793£+01 
Cl/504 10567£+00 
Cl1KC03: 2.3972£-01 
CAl~G 2.3736£+00 
NA I! 6 0538£+0 I 
-6. 7:83 
-4. 3245 
-4. 4592 
-57903 
-34.8206 
-5.9931 
-36.6039 
-8.4776 
-3. 5011 
-5.9240 
-10.0748 
-13.9040 
-13. 6972 
-8.6725 
-16.1504 
-22. 7567 
-4.7013 
-5. 1901 
-5.6317 
-19.8751 
-13.1876 
-15.2498 
-17.3464 
-21.1294 
-14.8909 
-5. 4109 
-17.7726 
-8. 7070 
-17.5358 
-5. 9654 
-6. 9421 
-14. 4852 
-um 
-11.02&8 
-14.0330 
-9.4788 
-17. 5155 
-4.4979 
-6.1936 
-4. 3940 
1 63779£-07 
4.15774£-05 
3 .48896£-05 
1. 42255E-06 
1.51817£-35 
8.91686£-07 
2. 50049£-37 
2. 90979£-09 
3.16806£-04 
1. 03821£-06 
4.99594£-11 
7.48586E-15 
7.11696£-15 
1.25184E-09 
6.19617£-17 
1.53413E-Z3 
I. 74592E-05 
6. 48380E-06 
Z .04944E-06 
1. 33909E-20 
5.68736£-14 
3.31345£-16 
3. 94600£-18 
7. 45640E-22 
1.29144£-15 
2. 33018E-06 
5.98280E-19 
1. 71981£-09 
2.55073£-18 
9. 48715E-07 
1. 14632£-07 
3.28640£-15 
1. 80617£-01 
9.40010£-12 
8. 11905E-15 
2. 90863£-10 
2.67301£-18 
3. 19169£-05 
5 .53344£-07 
3 .19895E-05 
MOL RATIOS FROll COMP NOLALITY 
Cl/CA 
Cll•& 
Cl/NA 
1. 1553£+00 
2.7136£+00 
2.4308£-01 
Cl ll 1 4680£+01 
Cl/ Al 2. 2027£+27 
Cl/ FE t.1660£+ 11 
Cl! S04 I 2746£+00 
CLIHC03 : 2 4692£-01 
CAlllG : 2. ll89E+OO 
NA I l : 6 0390£+01 
-6.7857 
-4 3811 
-4. 4573 
-5.8459 
-34. 8187 
-6. 0498 
-36.6020 
-8.5361 
-3.4992 
-5.9837 
-10.3014 
-14.1258 
-14.1477 
-8.9025 
-16.2079 
-22.8141 
-um 
-5. 1812 
-5.6814 
-19.8732 
-13. 2451 
-15.4797 
-17.4038 
-21.1275 
-14.1889 
-5.6326 
-18.2231 
-8.7645 
-17.5933 
-6.0229 
-6.9407 
-14.4833 
-7.7432 
-11.0269 
-14.0905 
-9. 5363 
-175730 
-4 .1960 
-6. 2570 
-4. 4561 
8 16018£-01 
8 77715£-01 
I. 00444E+OO 
8. 77715£-01 
1. 00444£+00 
8. 77715E-01 
1. 00444£+00 
8. 73829£-01 
1. 00444£+00 
8. 71562£-01 
5.93491£-01 
6.00173£-01 
3. 54377£-01 
5.88914£-01 
8. 76018£-01 
8. 76018£-01 
8. 77715£-01 
1. 00444£+00 
8. 77715E-O 1 
1. 00444E+OO 
8. 76018£-01 
5. 88914£-01 
8 76018£-01 
1. 00444£+00 
1. 00444E+OO 
6 00113£-01 
3. 54377£-01 
a. 76018£-01 
a. 16018£-01 
8. 76018£-01 
1. 00444E+OO 
I. 00444£+00 
8.76018£-01 
1. 00444E+OO 
8. 76011£-01 
8. 76018£-01 
8. 76018£-0 I 
1. 00444£+00 
8. 64246£-01 
866775£-01 
LOG ACT RATIOS 
LOG CAIK2 = 12.0535 
LOG llGIKZ: 11 6815 
LOG NAIH1 : 5 3989 
LOG KIK1 : 
LOG ALIK3 : 
LOG FEIH2 : 
LOG CA/MG = 
LOG NAIK = 
3 6157 
22 5000 
8742 
3660 
1 1833 
P~ASE !AP IT LOG !AP LOG KT IAPIKT LOG iAPIKT OELGi 
'8 A~HIOPIT I 1491£-06 2 !879E-G5 -5 9397 -4 5246 l 8458E-02 -1 11502 -1 11430 
- 0575 
- 0566 
. 0019 
- 05!6 
. 0019 
- . 0566 
. 0019 
-.om 
. 0019 
- . 0597 
- . 2266 
- . 2217 
-.ms 
- . 2299 
- om 
-.om 
-.0566 
. 0019 
- . 0566 
. 0019 
-.om 
- 2299 
- om 
0019 
. 0019 
- 2217 
- 4505 
- . 0575 
- om 
-.om 
0019 
. 0019 
- . 0575 
. 0019 
-.om 
-0575 
- om 
0019 
- 0!34 
- 061! 
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151 ART!N 
20 BRUCITE 
13 CALCITE 
98 CHALC 
21 CHRYSOTL 
30 CLEMSTIT 
100 SI LGEL 
29 OIOPSIOE 
12 DOLOMITE 
113 FEOH3A 
63 FLUOR 
28 FQRSTR IT 
111 GQETH 
112 &REENA 
19 GYPSUI 
65 HALI TE 
109 HEMATI 
118 HUNTITE 
39 HYOMA6 
99 MA GAD I 
110 MASH EM 
11 MAGNESI T 
108 MAGNET 
67 11RA81 
59 NAHCOL 
61 MATRON 
150 NESQUE 
102 QUARTZ 
37 SEPIOLIT 
10 SIOERITE 
101 SllGLAS 
38 TALC 
66 THEMAR 
62 THRNAT 
32 TREMOL IT 
60 !RONA 
154 SEP PT 
17 2 MANGANO 
173 PYROLUST 
174 BI RNSITE 
175 MUST I TE 
176 BIXBYITE 
177 HA USM I TE 
17! MNOH2 
179 MHOH3 
180 MANGAHIT 
181 RHODOCHR 
!33 MNCLZ 
184 MNCl2,IW 
:35 MNCLZ,2~ 
186 MNCLZ. 4W 
! 87 TEPHR I TE 
t!S RHODONIT 
'10 MNSOI 
~ll MN25Cl,3 
9 6815E-25 
3.moE-11 
1.2441E-08 
3.1709£-04 
l.0643E-20 
3. 1709£-04 
6.6633E-17 
2. 2476£+08 
U164E-13 
3. 5723E-37 
I. IOOE-06 
Ul82E-OS 
5. 0583E+ 16 
1.9115E-33 
1. 3273E-21 
5. 0583E+ 16 
5. 3561£-09 
2. 5337£-09 
6. 3504E-08 
6. 2043E-b5 
6.8754£-10 
5. 3489£-09 
3.1709£-04 
8.2336E-20 
3.1709£-04 
! . 3789£-08 
6.9032E-10 
4.2811£-14 
2.3291£+09 
7.1234E+ZI 
7. 1234E+Z4 
7.1234E+24 
3. 5746E+08 
1.6054E-19 
1. oa 19£-38 
I 8902E+04 
2.5629E-ll 
8.5S32E-12 
8 5494E- I 2 
B.5455E-12 
8 5379E-12 
1.7202E+l5 
I 7209E+OO 
23672E-09 
UB71E-19 
3 8435E-12 
3. 4693E-09 
2. 8080£-04 
1.2214£-17 
1.8446£-03 
1 . 0749£-17 
7 .6736£+04 
1.0252£-11 
7 .2413E-29 
1. 73S3E-OS 
3. 7697E+O I 
1. 5282E-04 
4.4633E-31 
5.0119E-15 
2. 3442E+06 
6. 2840£-09 
4.8641£-10 
5. 8792£-02 
2. 6850£-01 
3. 9031£-02 
6.6816£-06 
9. 0458£-05 
3.0410£-11 
9. 0257£-04 
6. 6764E-01 
-24.0141 -18.3886 
-li.4743 -11. 4153 
-7.9052 -8.4598 
-3. 4988 -3.5516 
-56.4204 -51.9710. 
-19.9729 
-3.4981 
-39.5799 
-16.1763 
8.3517 
-12.4539 
-36. 4471 
-33.8902 
-81.1601 
-5.9400 
-4.1117 
16. 7040 
-32.7186 
-41.2884 
-20.mo 
16. 7040 
-1. 2712 
-um 
-7.1972 
-4.2073 
-9. 1627 
-8.2717 
-3.4988 
-43. 4454 
-19.0844 
-3.4988 
-63.4178 
-7.1953 
-16. 9114 
-2.7341 
-36.ml 
-16. 9686 
um 
-10.9192 
-28. 1402 
-44. 3554 
-63. 1900 
-4. 7606 
1.5763 
-3.8158 
-30. 3503 
-37.6618 
-14.3000 
6.3700 
-8. 2018 
-9. 3130 
-1.2307 
- . 5711 
-14086 
-5.1751 
-4. 0436 
-40.2644 
-10.5170 
-3.om 
-62.5693 
- . 1755 
2. 3688£-06 
8. 7288£-06 
3. 5859£+00 
1. 1292£+00 
8. 6784E-04 
1.7190£-01 
6. 1988£+00 
2. 9219£+03 
3. HttE-02 
4. 9332£-09 
6.6156£-02 
4. 0273E-07 
3. 3100E+20 
4.2821E-03 
2. 6483£-07 
2.1578E+10 
8.5234£-01 
5.2090£+00 
1: 0801£-06. 
2. 3107£-04 
1.7615£-08 
&.0054E-04 
3. 5054E+OO 
2. 7075£-09 
3.5132E-01 
9.m4E-08 
1.3879E+OO -9.1609 .1424 4.9738E-10 
-142.5776 -140.8591 
2.072SE-01 -13.3684 -.6834 2.0653E-13 
I .2215E+18 
1.1012E+l6 
I .2331E+l8 
3.1915E+17 
3. OH3E-O 1 
1.1550E-13 
I. 7041£-36 
5.7810£-01 
z. 9777£-11 
7 3998E+08 
3. 68S3E+05 
9.1918£+03 
4. 0020E102 
2. 3458E+23 
4 5461E+09 
5. 8203E+02 
-43. 4454 -37 2120 
g. 36 72 
24.8527 
21.am 
24.8527 
um 
69.2537 
-18. 7944 
-37. 9658 
4. 2765 
-10.5913 
-11. 0679 
-11.0681 
-11.0683 
-11.0687 
1um 
.2358 
-8. 6258 
-45.4256 
18.0869 
16. 0419 
18.0910 
17.5040 
- . 5165 
62.0367 
-12.9374 
-35. 7685 
- . 2380 
-10.5261 
8.8192 
um 
3 9634 
2.60?3 
23. 3703 
9 6576 
2 7649 
-5. 4689 
I. 9067£-09 
6. 4689£+08 
s. 7761£+06 
2. 2320£+07 
1. 1742£+09 
1. 3899E-06 
6. 3490£-03 
3. 2698E+04 
8. 6070E-01 
1. 1559E-ZO 
2.3199E-17 
9. 2969£-16 
2 ll34E-14 
7.3331E-09 
3.7855E-10 
4.0672E-12 
-5. 62548 
-5. 05904 
.55460 
.05279 
-7 i I 039 
-684410 
.75029 
. 07141 
-4.44940 -6.01935 
-3.06156 
-.76473 
-3.22910 
. 79231 
3.46671 
-1.46472 
-8.30687 
10.46516 
-25.67015 
-1.17943 
-6.39499 
20.51983 
-2. 36827 
-3.62653 
-6.57703 
10.33401 
- 06939 
.71676 
-5.96652 
-3. 63625 
-7. 75412 
-3.09662 
.54473 
-3.18092 
-1.56743 
-.45430 
-.84851 
-7.01980 
-9.30331 
-1.71842 
-12.68501 
-6.23337 
-8.71971 
8.81083 
6. 76169 
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